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Abstract 

In this thesis 1 examine the poehy of Kay Smith. ui the e t  chapter I 

explore her use of metonymic process in "Footnote to the Lord's Prayer": a 

Long religious poem published in her fkst book of poetry by the same title. In 

the second chapter I look at how this process is extended and used in a 

seIection of non-religious poems fiom At b Bo- D& and 

irl 1.ooks D o m  Finaiiy, in the third chapter 1 show how the metonymic 

process, used by Smith to make co~ections between words and ideas in her 

eartier poerns, now helps her to build a comection between iïfe and death in 

a selection of new poems published in 
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Kay Smith was bom in 1911 in Saint John, New Brunswick Her 

ensuhg joumey was and is propeiied by her never endhg curiosity and her 

commemurate love for what lay beyond her self. 

According to a chronology of her Me found in a issue 

dedicated to her, she began her teaching career in 1949 at Alma CoUege in 

St Thomas, Ontario, where she met A.J.M. Smith, Frank Scott, E.J. Pratf 

and Earle Bimey. A year later she rehinied to Saint John and taught at the 

Saint John Vocational School for thirty years. Her prize project was the 

annual Shakespeare play which she directed at the school. Aiso in the forties, 

Smith was a rnember of a group of artïsts and writers that inciuded Milier 

Brictain, Jack Humphrey, Ted Campbell, P.K. Page and Fred Ross. Her f3st 

book of poetry, Footnote to thdaordYs was published in 1951. 

Twenty years later, Fred Cogswell knocked on her dmr to ask if she had any 

poems. From this en- came her second book of poetry, At the Bomm nf 

the D a  pubfished in 1972. In 1978, Fred Cogsweîl's Fiddlehead books 

published her third book of poetry, W k n  a Girl Looks Down. Then, in 

1987, she published a series of five poems in White Pwer Face in the 

Window and her collection of poems, Bright P- in the 

meantune, she continued her learning jouniey by taking tliree Philosophy 

courses at the University of New Bnmswick's Saint John Campus: 

Philosophy of Art and Literature in 1986, Philosophy of Religion in 1987, 

and Philosophies of the East in 1989. h 1990 she sded  on the Oceanos for 

a month long study-course in M y  and Greece, accompanied by fnend and 

photographer, Eunice Willar. (Cormomt 9-14) 

This account of Smith's life only recoimts one aspect of her 

life-joumey. However, 1 am prirnarily interested in Kay Smith as a Christian 

poet. In view of this, 1 held an interview with Kay Smith to hear the story of 



her faith. This was a casual and pretiminary interview and was, 

UnfortunateIy, not properly recorde& 1 was able to transcribe parts of the 

cassette, however, and include them in this introduction with interjected 

ellipses in square brackets to mark where the recording is too faint. 

Smith attended the Germain Baptist Church in Saint John's aU of her 

Mie. The story of her faith begins with her maories of a young Sunday 

School teacher, Helen, when Smith herseifwas around fourteen: 

When 1 was a little girl in Grade nine we had in our church, 

Germain Street Baptist Church, a Sunday School teacher who 

was so tnily spirituai that 1 can Say it was reaiiy my wntact with 

her[ ...] and 1 think 1 was very fortunate, now 1 am a Baptist, but 

our church was much broader than some of the other Baptist 

churches. We had a minister' Dr. Cole, for over 30 years and he 

had a great influence. That was the begimiingr. ..] When 1 got to 

a certain age 1 questionedr ...] but all in aîI 1 think my faith was 

s t i i l  there. 

In the teiling of her faith story, Smith often speaks of the influence of the 

Dean of Women, Mary Hassel during her English iiterature studies at Mount 

Allison University: 

She was a very interesting, talented and spiritual person who 

was also interested in the arts. And she was very interested in 

us. We were young[ ...] eager. She was English and had corne to 

be head of the vocal department. But she was so effective and 

helpful in her contact with students that she was asked to 

become the Dean of Women. Anyway, she was very interested 

in people and once a week she'd invite a number of us to her 

room after dinner. At that age there were so many things we 



wanted to talk about It was wonderhi to have her guidance 

and opinions and she dways asked the right questions. It was a 

very inspiring the.  I was very forîunate. 

Later in the interview, she wmects the whole idea of stillness and its 

importance to this same woman: 

Leaming to be stiII. The woman who had been Dean got me 

thinking about this. One day she M t e d  me to her room. And 

see, I had no trouble getting to know everybody and 1 was so 

interested in what 1 was doing. 1 was just happy and excited d 

the tirne. And she said, "You know, you should leam to be 

quiet. " 

At this point in the interview Smith paused; she then smiled, Iooked at me 

and said, "Be stiu and know. Be still and know." "'What?'' 1 asked. "That I 

am Goci," she amwered, r e f h g  to Psalm 46: 1 O. The abiiity to be stül was 

somethuig that Smith considered extremely important. It was a spiritual 

practise that made writing poetry possible for her. She said: 

1 don't aiways foliow ...p ractice this myself. But it means a great 

deal. I f  you're ûying to write you need to do i t  It's very 

e ~ c h i n g .  It's ahost as though the poem is in the process of 

king given to you. 

For Smith, writing poetry demands that she be stili enough to receive the 

poem. in this case, it is paramount that she practice stillness if she is io 

create poetry. Later in the interview, she brings the subject of stillness up 

again, saying: 

Being stiU. 1 really practice that, trying to be still[ ...] Yes, it's 

very hard in this noisy, noisy worfd, isn't if to be stili. So, out 

of this concern and interest that was encouraged by Mary 



Hassel, we made a room in the ladies' college that had been fidl 

of newspapefs and we made a chapel. Lt was just a srnail room 

and somebody fiom town gave us a lovely table and someone 

gave us a cross. I remember when it was ail finished. The 

winter. Just before Christmas. We callec! it the quiet rom[ ...] I 

rernernber the nrst time and there was a smaU group assembled 

and we looked out the window and there was a moon and Mary 

Hassel sang[ ...] and 1 read fkom the New Testament. That was 

where 1 leamed to be stiU. We used to call it the quiet roorn. 

While quiet is something that Smith valws, Smith does struggle with the 

kind of quiet that emerges fkom singleness: 

I am an uncfairned precious woman. There are aü kinds of 

reasons. I've had a lot of good fiiends. I've had boyfhends too, 

but in every case it hasn't worked out. Seems strange doesn't it? 

I am not gohg to pretend for a moment that 1 wouldn't have 

wanted to be married. But I wasn't anxious for it as some 

young girls. 

As Smith thinks of her attitude towards marriage she thinks back to her hi& 

school days. 

Now 1 have a memory of some of us in Grade 1 1. We were 

visiting a fiend in Cheticamp. We were wallllng dong the 

main road. And one said, "1 want to be married [. .. 1.'' But I 

didn't. 1 wanted to be an actress. That didn't work out. It 

would have but I couidn't go as fat as I would have liked to in 

the theatre because there was a lack of money at that the .  I 

guess 1 thought it was stupid. 1 don't know. 



This memory of Smith's youth triggers another memory of when she was 

even younger. 

When 1 was four 1 had a littie boyfiiend. He had- a red coat. 

Daniel and I would wak down the road and 1 would have aü m y  

dolls in the carriage. We looked like husband and wife. And 

everyone was amused 1 had aI.I my romance when 1 was four. I 

can remember Daniel demanding that [...] buy me a diamond 

ring. Of course she (sic) refused and this quite upset him. 
Children are wonderfid. 

When asked ifshe feels that being single has eflficbed her We, she says: 

1 don? know. 1 suppose I have had opportunities 1 wouldn't 

otheMse have. WeU I'm happy. I've had wondemil fkiends. 

And I've been fkee to do almost anything I've wmted. 1 

wouldn't Say it was a substitute for marrïage. I wouldn't Say it's 

better either-better thac a good marriage aayway. 

Regardless of where Smith has been aIong the joumey of her Me, her faith 

rernains vital. She says: 

There was a period when I didn't go [to church]. 1 had 

questions that I couldn't answer. 1 may not have been able to Say 

why for sure. But I recognized that it was so necessary for me 

to have a faith. But, you know, 1 am still in the choir. I know 

it's ridicuious at my age. 

Smith's participation in the Germain Street Baptist Church choir is a telling 

testimony of her cornmitment to both her faith and the fbhess of Me. 

As demonstrated by her life and her faith, Kay Smith's poetic joumey 

is marked by cornmitment and openness. As she embarks on a joumey, she 

trusts that it is worthwhile enough for her to remain open to the arisuig 



process. I too engaged in a journey while writing this thesis. 1 began my 

thesis with an idea: 1 wanted to budd a bridge between postmodern and 

Christian thought. When 1 went looking for a Christian poet who would do 

this for me I discovered Kay Smith, though 1 was not at ai l  certain that she 

was a postmodem thinker. 1 dici, however, recognize in her poetry a genuine 

and yet open-ended faith that appeaied to me. Having met ber I was fbther 

intrigued and equally uncertain. I read Christian literary theorist, David Lyle 

Jeffiey's PeopJe of the Bo& and began Jacques Derrida's OfGranmiatologv. 

SpecificaLly, two ideas emerged for me fiom these theorïsts. On the one 

hand, Derrida says: 

Knowledge is not a systematic tracking down of t h  that is 

hidden but may be found. It is rather the field of 'Gfieeplay,77 that 

is to Say, a field of innnite substitutions in the closure of a finite 

ensemble. (&mm&hgy xix) 

Jeffkey, however, indicates that: 

Christian Literary theories are generally affirmative of an 

ultimate Truth or Logos, but also fkm in their insistence on the 

limitations of human language more than dunly to refract that 

Logos. (Jeffrey 9) 

Neither of these attitudes towatds God or tmth seemed effective to me. 1 

was eager to h d  a middle ground: an approach to faith that was both 

cognizant of the problem incurred by assuming a central Logos and was, at 

the same tirne, faithfiil to the process of seeking knowledge with God. 

Having defined the goal, when I then went to Smith's poetry 1 was lost I did 

not know how to fit her poetry into the middle of these two theories. 1 did 

not îbink it wouid be fair to try to make her Say what 1 so wanted to hem. Ln 



the end, 1 had to abandon the theories, although they continued to inform m y  

reading, and focus on her poetry itself. 

1 discovered a poet who explores; she probes her world for mysterious 

interconnections as an act of faith. Not ody does she find co~ections 

between disparate things in her worId, but she aiso seems to be the kind of 

writer who builds meaning out of these connections. In his essay, "The 

metonymic and metaphoric poles," Roman Jakobson identifies the 

metaphoric and metonymic poles of Ianguage and theafizes about how 

different artists depend on different poles of language in their work. He 

explaks t k t :  

The development of a discourse may take place dong two 

different semantic hes: one topic may Iead to another either 

through their s d a r i t y  or through their contiguity. The 

metaphoric way would be the most appropriate term for the first 

case and the metonymic way for the second, since they find their 

most condensed expression in metaphor and metonymy 

respectively. (57-8) 

Kay Smith, it seems to me, is exemplary of the kind of writer who builds her 

poems not so much on similarities perceived between things as on points of 

contact between them. in Jakobson's terms she is primarily a metonymic 

writer-that is she Links idea with idea, item with item, word with word, on 

the basis of contact, comection, contiguity. 

David Lodge, in his book Ihe Modes of Modem Wn= . - picks up on 

Jakobson's tenninology and develops his ideas on metonymic process. He 

regards Wordsworth and Phitip Larkin as typical, even representative, 

metonymic poets and examines metonymic process as it appears in both 

poets. He quotes Wordsworth, who was determineci to "choose incidents and 
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situations fiom common life and to relate or descn'be them, throughout, as far 

as was possible in a sdection of language redy used by men" (1 18-9). 

Larkin, ~OO, was concemed with the cornmon M e  and believed 

thaî the task of the writer was to communicate as accurateiy as 

he can in words experïence which is initidy non-verbal; 

'poetry is born of the tension between what [the poet] 

non-verbally feels and what can be got over in common 

word-usage to someone who hasn't had his eXpenence or 

education or travel grant' . (2 14) 

Both writers felt th& there was something in the reaI world that was to be 

appropriated by poetry. The kùid of poeîxy that evolved out of this belief 

was based on contiguities found in the worId; the semantic expression of this 

attitude was metonymic poetry. Smith's poetry has not the realistic effect 

achieved by Larkin's or Wordsworth's poetry because she uses metonymy for 

somewhat difEerent ppurpses. Yet her f a  that the world has something to 

teach her is sixdar to theirs. h an interview with Kragiund she says, 'The 

world is so beautifid. The world we were given is so beautifid. The world 

we have dominaîed is not always so." And so as Smith explores this world 

she tries to let it speak to her. Metonymic language is the semantic voice 

uivoked for this purpose. 

To be more specific, when I Say that Smith is a metonymic poet, 1 am 

referrïng to her use of metonymic process. She uses both metonym and 

metaphor as tropes within her poetry in the creation of images. However, the 

process by which she does this is metonymic. She does not begin with an 

equivalence or a metaphor and then proceed to justify, explain, or elaborate 

upon i t  She does not move from one idea to the next through intellecd 

judgments of similarity. One metaphor is not compared and contrasted with 



another. She does not begin with a message that she must elucidate. This, in 

Jakobson's terms, would be poetxy based on metaphoric process. Instead, 

she begins with a contiguous connection between two objects or words. She 

then builds a poem by developing fùrther semantic comectiom between these 

words and others. The metcmymic process is visuaily explorative and based 

on association rather than equïvdence or simiIarity. I have not looked for 

the meaning of Smith's tropes, be they metonyms or metaphors. Because I 

focus so exclusively on Smith's metonymic process, it may give the 

impression that 1 am i g n o ~ g  Smith's metaphors. This is not the case. 1 am 

simply not explainhg the meaning of her tropes. L am more inîeresîed in 

process. And the process by which Smith makes conaections and builds 

meaning out of the particulars that she observes is metonymic. Metonymic 

process is iïke a journey. 

This joumey begins in the fï.rst chapter of my thesis with "Footnote to 

the Lord's Prayer," a complex religious poem that weaves a web of words 

while examining fragments of the Lord's prayer' one at a time. The verbal 

exploration is marked by layers of connections that are achieved 

metonymically. Smith does not offet a Linear logid explication of her te* 

the Lord's Prayer, but rather she entas it and builds meaning out of 

associations between contiguous words. Because she uses metonymy more 

than metaphor, she is able to b d d  new connections and open up the journey. 

This process empowers the words to take her somewhere yet unexplored. No 

metaphor is sufficient when speaking of God or the faith joumey and 

subsequently she builds on the concept of God and fath by spreading the 

tentacles of meanings through her use of metonymy. She makes her way 

îhrough the Lord's Prayer by opening herself up to its varied meanings. In so 

doing, she reveals both the depth of her faith and the power of such a 
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process to deepen one's faith. Smith dies to self, gives up preconditioned 

intexpretations of the Lord's Rayer, comects death with iife, and lets the 

contiguities of nature and words lead her onward and beyond into the 

mysterious presence of G d .  

When, in m y  second chapter, 1 tum to Smith's next two books of 

poetry, At thie3Wtanofthe~2adr and Y Y b  a Girl Lmb Down, the joumey 

takes ciiffiirent twists and tums. (As a note to readers, ail references to these 

poems can be fomd in her collection, me Br&@ P-.) Smith 

continues to explore; but instead of &iving into religious themes and 

Christian motifs, she "break[s] fiom the sheiI of habit," ventures into the 

world, opens her eyes, and experiences God's mystery through her 

connection to what Lies outsicie of her (Bneht 12). She continues 

to connect contigwus words and objects in a way that extends the mysterious 

web of God, There are fewer co~ections than in "Footnote to the Lord's 

Prayer" as these poerns are shorter. It seems as though she is more interested 

in engaging the varied voices of the naanal world The more threads she can 

p d  together, the more mysteriously tùll her life will be. These connections 

are dependent on a willingness to suspend her sense of self and look beyond- 

They are also dependent on a kind of faith that is expectant. She approaches 

the world with openness because she has faith in its capacity to teach. The 

world is, admittedy, Smith's world, a world of naturd and sometimes 

inanimate objects. She does not engage with people or their ideas very often 

in these poems. It is not that she is unconcemed with people. The 

testirnonies of fkienâs, acquahtances and students, found in the Cornianint 

issue dedicated to her, attest to Smith's love for people (27-74). But rather, 

she is not concemed with belief so much as the way of t h g s  and the natural 

world. She is interested in process. This is why metonymy is so crucial to 



her poetry. It invites exploration through interco~ecîedness. As she seeks 

contact with nature, she enters its joumey of de& and rebirth with her eyes 

open to the connection of ali things. Through metonymic process, she 

crosses over fiom the pacticdarity of a vision to a mysterious sense of its 

connection to the web of God. 

[n my final chapter, I saidy Smith's new poems, again published in her 

collection, TheBnght Particulars. these poems, she is preoccupied with 

death and so rebirth takes on a more urgent quaIity as weU. Metonymy is 

now used to buiId a relationship between death and rebirth itself In this way 

the form and thematic concern are one and the same. She starts making 

connections between what was and what is through memory and openness to 

the present. She does not wade in memories for their own sake but rather as 

a means to reengage them for present-day Living. She also uses mernories to 

resurrect people with whom she c m  continue the conversation of Me. People 

are brought to life through images, as in the painting of her dead tkiend, 

Miller Brittain, in her poem, "Remembering Mdk" (Btight P- 76). 

Such images are contiguous with both those who are dead and the poet who 

Lives. She builds these connections, as she has done in the past, by using 

words in a specificaiiy metonymic way. But even as death and rebirth are 

drawn toge*, the stmggie involved in such a process proves daunting. 

Death seems so final. Its eventuality speaks with clarity when in one poem 

she waits for "death to slam the door in her face" (92). The way of life 

through death is not easy. It requires both openness and faith. Smith's 

openness is dependent on her faith that the joumey is worthwhile, that there 

are things to Ieam, that tliere is always something beyond reach, that she cm 

let go of habit and see things anew. The risks may take her to unknowfl 

depths but they will also enable her to cross over into the mysterious embrace 



of GOCL Smith's use of metonymy is based on her faith, but metonymic 

process aiso serves to develop that faith. Lt reffects h a  openness and makes it 

possible for her to embark on a journey thaî she wodd not otherwise take. 

The comections that are made in this process build a fith of varied voices 

that in its complexity c m o t  be easily shattered. 

L may have wanted to say that Smith builds a bridge between Christian 

and Postmodem thought. 1 rnay even beiieve that she does. That is nof 

however, what L have done in this thesis. liistead, I have joumeyed with a 

woman whose M e  is marked by openness and faith and whose poetry reflects 

this attitude through her use of metonymic language. 



Chapter I 



Smith's poem, "Footnote to the Lord's Prayer," published in her first 

book of poetry by the same titie in 1951, is key to understanding how Smith 

uses metonymic process to reflect the way in which one joumeys with God. 

Her poetic technique reveals both an open mind and an optimistic heart As 

she works through the Lord's prayer, the words, fiom both the prayer and her 

o m  poem, carry her through severai cycles of death and rebirth. This 

process is made possible by Smith's faith and her concomitant use of 

metonym. Smith always starts with srnaII unis and then builds a web. She 

lets the partïculars of life and the contiguity of words help her cross over into 

the mysterious realm of God where aU is intercomected. There is an elernent 

of faith involved in the use of this technique and certainly the content of this 

poem paraLieh the form. 

Chapter 1 is significantly longer than those which follow because 

"Footnote to the Lord's Prayer" is Smith's most explicitiy religious poem and 

as such it offers the greatest opportunity to establish how Smith's metonymic 

technique and Christian fath are intimately connected. in this poem she 

does not offer another creed of beliefs. Instead, she shares a vision of how 

we can jomey with God through an ongoiag process of death and rebirth- 1 

argue that her use of metonymy, as she joumeys through meanuigs, is in fact 

a techuique based on her faith. Although her later poems are not expiicitly 

religious, Smith continues to combine words as a way of exploring her 

world. Where her subject material is more varïed her open-minded Christian 

faith rernains evident through the technique that she uses. 

In "Footnote to the Lord's Prayer," Smith explores the prayer given by 

Jesus Christ to his disciples. The Lord's prayer is familar to most people in 

the Western world and is central to the Christian faith- But Smith takes what 

is f d a r  and seemingly whole in itselfand moves in it, lets it speak to her, 



and rediscovers it through the process of wnting about it. Smith wrïtes ten 

segments of poetry based on her delineation of segments wahui the Lord's 

prayer. These segments are not unlike Roland Barthes' Iexias used in his 

textual andysis of Poe's 'Valdemar'. A lexia is "a unit of readmg" and 

according to Barthes it is chosen by the critic in a rather idionnial mamier: 

AU in ail the fhgmenting of the d v e  into Iexias is purely 

empiricai, dictated by the concem of convenience; the lexia is an 

arbitrary product, it is simply a segment within which the 

distriïution of meanings is observed; it is what surgeons would 

c d  an operating field: the useful Iexia is one where oniy one, 

two or three meanings take place. (Barthes 173) 

The reason for dividing up the text in this way is to explore meanings. 

Barthes adds, "Our aim is to manage to conceive, to imagine, to live the 

plucality of the te* the opening of its 'signincance"' (173). %y choosing 

segments of the Lord's prayer for exp1wation, Smith is in fact opening up the 

text. 

Each poem segment is a unique exploration and acts as a footnote to 

that particular segment. The segments are made up of a different nurnber of 

stanzas and within each segment the stanzas and the h e s  themselves are of 

varied Iength. Although each segment could stand alone, one is wmected to 

the other with similar word or phrase repetitions and by the consistent death 

and rebirth momentum of the journey. As 1 explore each section, I address 

these two issues specifically. I reflect on Smith's use of metonymic process, 

what it says about her faith and how it articulates her faith. As weli, 1 

demonstrate how the theme of kath and rebirth emerges as an affirmation 

that fath is more about process than belief Each prayer segment thus ieads 
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to a separate poem joumey which is connected, nonetheless, to those which 

precede and foUow it. 

The prayer segment OUR FA7iVER forms the primary impeais for the 

poem segment that begins, "Our Father when moming waiks on ocean." ui 

this section the first h e  is followed by six repetitions of the construction, 

"Our Father when ...," some of which are one h e  developments but others 

consist of up to three Lùies. The initial verse paragraph of nineteen 

regular-length lines is foiIowed by thirty-three short hes  which repeat some 

of the same ideas and images but do not continue the "Our Father when" 

construction. This is d y  one of two segments that is not titied, and this 

could indicate that this poem is about a joumey that does not begin with the 

fkst fine of the poern. It is connected to unknown or at least undeclared 

thoughts. This possibility is reidiorced by the importance of the moming to 

this first poem segment Cleariy this is a moming of beauty and refieshment, 

but, like ail momings, evening precedes. Just as the moming does not mark 

the beginning of tirne, nor does this poem mark the beginoing of the joumey 

which it records. 

If, then, this poetic segment is meant to explore the words OUR 

FATHEIZ, it is a joumey dependent on repetition and connections. The fmt 

stama is a k t  of images which answer the repeated question impiied in the 

phrase "our Father when." Each image points to the effect of the moming 

sunlight on nature or children. The comection between "Our Father" and 

"iighty~ is more metonymic than metaphonc. It is based on the repetitive 

co~ection between these words, as in: "Our Father .... when trees answer the 

iight with birds in their speech,/ when light tums guiI wings ail but 

transparent" and "Our Father .... when grass points to creation's 

inwardness,/trembling with a million shining clues in the light." But it is 



&O rneant to suggest that our Father7s impact on nature is luiked to the 

sun's impact on nature. Smith has built co~ections between God and ïight 

through association as weU as Likeness. This is important because she w u  

later speak of God's involvernent with the darkness and so to have d e s d e d  

God with an exclusive metaphor would limit the God whom she is 

discovering. Nonetheless, the last line of the nrst stanza rnakes evident the 

connection between Our Father, the Son of God and Light: "Our Father ....in 

the featureless Light around the heart, the cradIe7 /Son of light for the darkness 

in everyman-" As weU as remforcing the association between "Our Father" 

and "Iight," it introduces the second stanza7s emphasis on the impact of 

"Our Father" on the heart of humankind. 

Building on the image of "Our Father" discovered in the k t  stanza, 

Smith develops semantic Iinks between the Father, the moming, nature and 

the heart of humaakind in the second. It is tempting to Say that Light is a 

metaphor for God, that man is darkness and God's light overcomes man's 

darkness. But Smith does not seem to Limit meaning to sîraightforward 

metaphors; instead she repeats words in different syntagmatic units and then 

weaves the units together by virtue of their shared contiguity with a particular 

word or image. For example, "Our Father," ccmoming" and 'We heart" of 

humankind are connected through the thnce repeated h e  'We heart is all 

covered with rnoming," of the second stanza and the thrice repeated phrase 

"Our Father when moming.. . ." in the fht. Not only does the morning teii us 

that "Our Father" is comected to the Light, nature and children as the frst 

stanza seems to indicate, but now it also connects the Father to the human 

heart and thus the human heart to nature and children. The key to this word 

web is "the moming;" for this is when it aü happens. 

Glory and praise 



to the lightning eyes, 

to the ruthless han& in cuîîing, 

f?om womb of night 

leaps the Light, 

the heart is alI covered with mofningg 

Dance, dance 

of deliverance, 

the mountain, the Stone is singing; 

When the momùig light emerges, so too does the Father with "lightning eyes" 

to break the hard heart of humankiad, "stem with his love." The moming 

brings the kind of deliverance that impacts on nature and the human heart. It 

is not as though one image follows the other in a linear fashion; the moming 

connects them one to the other. The effect is positive. The presence of the 

"Fathef' is as assured as the arrivai of the moming; and, just as the physical 

effect of the sun on nature after an evening of darkness is positive, so too is 

the spiritual impact of the Son of Light on h e m  that have been immersed in 

dark sadness. While the fïrst stanui colours an image of "Our Father" 

present in the creaîion of a beauriful moming nature scene, the second shows 

Him present in the making "whole what was broken7' (in a bird, a flower and 

a man) in the moming. Together, the two stanzas reflect connections 

between sun and Son of God, between all of nature and humankind and 

"Our Father." The iinks between these words are estabhhed through the 

contiguous relationships between each of them with the "morning." This 

process of building meanings through word combinations is metonymic. It 

starts with a wnnection between "Our Fathei" and the c'morning," and then 

develops into a rather large web of interdependent words. 
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As well as  helping to make comections, and in lieu of these 

connections, it is possible to show that the moniing offers rebirth to both the 

land and the heart in this section of the poem. The second stanza is 

introduced by the last sentence of the £kst by indicating that the Light and the 

bKth that moming offers to the day has its purpose in the healing needed 

fiom the darkness which it follows. The "Fattier" both breaks and heais in 

this stanza because in order to be heded the person must first be aware of 

h i s k r  brokenness. He is "'stem with bis love/when shut out is his love," 

and with this stemness, God cuts through the darkness in the heart of 

humankind and cbf?om womb of night leaps the LightJthe heart is ail covered 

with morning." Deliverance is the happy resuît of this emergence fiom the 

darkness as is a sense of God's love and grace. This is a love that belongs to 

ail the creatures, for "'the One who has taken whole what was broken" does 

so for a "kounded wiug" and a 'ccrumpled flowef' as weli as a %ad face." 

Smith is already integralhg the death and rebirth cycle of nature with that of 

humans. Often she will show humans how to understand and receive the 

love of God by pointing them to nature. Again, this is Smith's way of 

starting with something particular and crossing over to somethuig generaf. 

The next section is Smith's shortest. WHICH ART IN HEA VEN is the 

titie of a six-iine verse made up of reguiar-length hes .  [ts brevity and the 

fact that it is foilowed by another separate section on heaven is indicative of 

the lack of success experienced on this particular metonymic joumey. 

This section is comected to the previous section by the "su," which, 

Iike this heaven, is in the sky: "Heaven the words are birds are clouds/sun 

moon stars the words are flyuig." Smith has spoken of the power of the sun 

and its contiguity with God in the OUR FATHER segment and now she is 

listing it among severai other things which are found in the sky. The two 
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sections are metonymicdy linked by the "sun," which in this section lacks 

the power to transfom Somethhg is wrong. The feeling that nothing seems 

to have much power ui this stsmza arises out of the sun's lack of power. It is 

just one more thing propped up in the sky and listed in a syntagmatïc chah of 

words- 

There are severd word combinations thaî reinforce the idea that in this 

exploration of heaven there is a high level of activity with few results. 

Heaven is connected to the nouns 'Urords," ccbirds7" 'cclouds,'7 'C~tars," and 

the vetbs which give momentum to these nouns are: "flying," c'pointingy" 

"'leaping," and "harpiag." There seems to be some difficufty grasping 

heaven. Smith's use of the word "pouiting" in the Line 'ihe crimson golden 

spires of the trees are crowds/pointing waves like acrobats leaping" clarifies 

this. Whether pointing describes the action of the "ttees," "crowds," "waves" 

or ai i  three, is difficult to discem because of the contiguous relation between 

them; however, it certauily connects them together so that the crowds are 

pointhg fike the trees or the acrobats are leaping in the same manner as the 

pointing waves. in this case, the metonymic relationship between the words 

makes way for a plurality of metaphors. Heaven becomes as mattainable 

as the word itself and despite the pointing and leaping it seems as though it is 

beyond reach. 

And yet the last lines of this section may be building a bridge between 

heaven and earth through the wind's ascent and descent The wind is found 

both in heaven and on earth: 'bp and through the mansions of air and 

harping/ wind on water in gras in leaves the music." First the "'wind'' is 

contiguous with %e maasions of air" which ailudes to the heaven Jesus 

describes in the Gospel of John, "In my Father's house are many mansions," 

(John 14:2). And then the wind is found creating music with the gras and 



water. The gap between heaven and earth is being bridged by the wind 

which is connected to both through syntagmatic proximity. Although there 

is not a specific death and rebirth scenario in this part of the poem, there is a 

seme of ascent and descent: a looking for heaven in the sky and a movement 

of heaven fkom sky to earth t h r o m  the wind which moves through both 

realms. 

The repetitive segment titled KEA W N  Ul?iZCH ART IN HEA VEN 

OUR FATHER IN HEAVEN introduces the longest and most technicdy 

cornplex sections in the poem. An introductory nineteen-line verse paragraph 

foilows the momentum of the last section on heaven until cut short when a 

''heart topples." The second verse paragraph is made up of twenty-two lines 

of regular length and gives a vision of heaven fkom the perspective of "the 

bronze thatched boy." The third seventeen-line verse is made up of shorter 

h e s  and tells the story of the salesgirl's vision of heaven. This verse is 

followed by the question, "When will deliverance corne?" and a subsequent 

short verse that repeats the constmction "Ga do m..." seven times. This 

descent-focused verse is followed by the fifth stanza that repeats the 

construction "In the ..." ten tunes to show how shadow is present in severai 

images of light. The sixth and last stanza of this section has eight h e s  of 

regular h e  length and though it continues to use the construction, "in the ..., 77 

it is speaking of God's presence in many thuigs. The last line of this section, 

"Haliowed be Thy name," is also the nrst h e  of the next 

Smith's exploration of heaven takes her through a very complex series 

of interco~ected images thai when harmonized can be understood as 

music. The title itself is musical and foilows n a W y  fiom the last h e  of 

the previous section which ends in the word "music." It also repeats the 

word "Heaven" three Mies to indicate what the subject is. Smith will use 



several con- and connections while e x p l o ~ g  heaven in this, her longest 

poem segment 

First I will trace how Smith builds on the idea of heaven by comectùig 

it to previous poem segments. For insîance there is a luik made by the two 

phrases rieaven the words are birds are clouds sun moon stars the words are 

flying" in the short segment on heaven and "Heaven the heart somersadts in 

the air like a juggler repeats the words like circles shining" in the second- 

The "words" and the "heart" are linked by their contiguity with "'HeavenY7 in 

each h e .  As the words and heart move through the air, there is a sense that 

Smith's exploration of heaven moves fiom a fascination with the word and 

its place beyond reach in the sky to something much closer to the human 

heart In the sky and out of reach, the words are meanhgiess and the heart is 

exhausteci. The heart, which is first linked with the flying words, simply 

cannot sustain the effort of trying to reach a sky-bound heaven and "topples 

with what has ceased to be Iight." The impact of the night on this "heart7' 

reminds us of the heart that, at the beginning of the poem, was ''d covered 

with momuig." The heart, once broken and taken whole by the Father, has 

not arrîved in heaven and is not at the end of its journey. Smith cannot seem 

to get very far with the image of heaven in the sky, which may explain why 

the previous section is so short. So she makes the transition of observing 

heaven in the sky to e x p l o ~ g  heaven in the heart. The transition occurs 

through the rearrangement of syntagmatic unitdphrases. 

In fact there is much for the heart yet to leam on this jomey with 

God. This segment contrasts two visions of heaven: one h m  a five year oid 

boy and the second fiom a salesgirl. The two odysseys are comected by 

"Heaven," '6tnirr~r[s]7" 'WShadow'' and the fact that they have third-person 

characters, namely a "bronze thatched boy" and a c'salesgiri." Through the 



connected joumeys of these two people, Smith explores heaven as a place 

close to the humim heart and, as such, a place of paradox. 

First we see heaven through the eyes of a five year old boy who 

receives wind-swept messages '%om topfess sky." For this little boy, the 

s u  has its power and as it "pours its nchness on hb," his "candid eyes" take 

everyhng in with "a clear and fimùlirn joy." The problems that arise fkom 

reaching for heaven are not an issue for him; instead, the wind brings heaven 

to him: 

winds fiom topless s Q  bring messages of Heaven, 

curl hem in a leafaromd his pink whorled ear, 

whispering archly; with cool and grave delight 

on the island of the leaf his fingers travel lightly, 

And so we see how the established link between heaven and wind continues 

and grows tentacles. Now the wind is connected to a leaf and the boy's 

fmgers and by extension al1 those things which he touches or sees, because, 

'Tor him the far is but the edge of near." His way of relating to the world 

tells us something about heaven and we learn that "While he and the world 

exchange themselves like mirrors,/passers-by whose gaze is shaded by a 

shadowkee only a red-headed boy of five." We are reminded of Jesus' 

reported answer to the disciples who asked: "Who is the greatest in the 

kingdom of heaven?" According to the Gospel of Matthew, he said, "uniess 

you change and become Like children, you WU never enter the kingdom of 

heaven. Whoever becomes humble like this child is the greatest in the 

kùigdom of heaven" (Maît. 18:l-4). Smith's Liale boy has the humiiity of 

one who receives God's gifts joyfully, without effort and without pride. 

The 'îvind" p e ~ a d e s  his vision of heaven and the word reappears in 

connection with heaven, the boy, and those things which he touches and sees, 



like the leaf In this way, the wind is metonymicdy linked to several images 

and all that is connected to the wiud becornes intertwined in the web of God 

begun in the O UR FAZ7TER segment- 

Just as the adult passers-by are shaded firom seeing the reality of this 

boy's heaven, so too is the salesgirl b h d  to the meanhg of heaven. While 

the boy's mirror was the world itseIt; "a mirror tempts the salesgirl with 

Heaven." Here there are co~ections being made with 'Weaven," the 

"mirroi' and "shadow." Shadow seems to be the result of a discomection. 

The salesgirl who looks for heaven in the mirmr's image of herself 'katches 

the shadow in the curve of her dance7" while the boy who looks out into the 

world fin& his own reflection in what he sees. Though he does not h o w  it 

consciously, he is aware that the world is a reflection of God It is God7s 

mirror. And in as much as he is connected to the earth, he too is a reflection 

of God. He has the humiiity of Jesus' chi14 in that he receives these heavenly 

messages as a gift that he has not earned and does not have to earn. The 

salesgirl is not so forhimate. While the boy sees heaven in the natural world, 

she looks for heaven in rnagic and the fan- of a millionaire who will "fold 

her hand into his Heaven." She is Like one of the acrobats of the previous 

section who is leaping for Heaven, ''until stunned to goid." In the end, her 

heart topples with the question, "When, when will deliverance corne?' Lt is 

not clea. whether Smith takes Jesus' words to heart by looking to the child to 

gain an understanding of what heaven is or ifshe looks to the child and fin& 

heaven in his gestures. Either way, what is clear is the way in which she 

uses the co~ections between mirror and shadow to Say a Little about what 

heaven is not. One does not find heaven by reaching, leaping or looking in 

the mirror-one nnds exhaustion. But in the exhaustion there is hope. 



The theme of death and rebirth is evident in this part of the poem. The 

salesgirl who has been reaching for a fanîasy-Uce heaven, reaiizes that it is 

not working. It is out of her brokenness that she will enter into the joumey 

of death and rebirth. Smith does not answer her question, "%hm will 

deiiverance corne?" with a metaphor of God as light. Here Smith explores 

the God found in darkness and recornmends Him to the salesgirl saying: 

go d o m  in the night to the water, 

go to the depths of your sorrow, go down, child, 

to the col4 stinging depths of your sorrow, 

go down when the moon bunis like a wound, 

go down to the Shadow on the water. 

The shadow which seemed to taint her self-image in the mirror is now the 

very image she is beïng led to embrace. Here "Shadow" îs metonymicaIly 

linked to the process of going "down." Furthemore, the Grst and last of the 

quoted lines in this descent indicate a strong connection between aight and 

shadow. And yet we cannot Say that "Shad~w'~ is a metaphor for "going 

down" or "night," because Smith also dudes to shadow as product of light. 

The stanza which foiiows the salesgirl's descent iîsts several images of Lîght: 

In the blind whîteness of surgery, 

in the dninkard's eyes on the curbstone, 

in the waxy white of breasts 

under the lips of lover, 

in the uncanny white of magnolias, 

And in the end, Smith concludes t h e  '%om light, iights, the iight/streams 

forever the Shadow." Shadow, then îs inescapable. It is not only associated 

with going down ''to the depths of your sorrow" and the dark night, but it is 

also semanticaiiy related to the light. Shadow, therefore, connects light and 



darlmess, because of its physical and semantic contiguity with both. The 

salesgirl who sees a glimpse of her shadow in the mirror during the &y 

seems to suppress it for the dure  of magic and a magical heaven. She 

wmts light without darkness and c m o t  accept their affiliation with one 

another. Eventually, however, the magic proves to be meaningless and she is 

left to deal with reality; a reality brought to bear on her through a poetic 

joumey that takes the metonymic relationship between "night" and "Shadow" 

and that between ''iight" and "Shadow" to develop an association between all 

three, 

The connections established between these words reveals the way in 

which the salesgirl's rebirth is foreshadowed. Because shadow is dependent 

on both light and darkness, it transcends the distinction between them and 

offers an image that represents a lcind of paradox. In the fast part of this 

prayer segment Smith builds on the idea of shadow as paradox by declaring 

God's presence in several seemingly opposing images; includuig "in our 

darkness, in ou. Light" The rebirth of the salesgirl is not declared, but rather 

suggested. She does not emerge fiom the darkness; but instead, Smith 

comects hght and darkness with God and the girl through shadow. The 

existence of light, as part of shadow, within the death-like experience 

foreshadows a rebirth. The declaration of God's presence in 'Vie ashes of 

our sorrow, in ou.  peace and in our terror" makes God available to the 

human hem in ail its conditions and the awareness of God's presence, even 

in darkness, sheds light, gives hope and indicates a rebirth. tronically, 

Smith's exploration of heaven and the human heart's desire for something 

beîter takes her through an exploration of what seems closer to heu. Shadow 

proves to be a recuning image which links light and darkness and speaks of 

the reality of paradox and God's presence within that paradox. To deny this 



by semching for God only in the light will be destructive as it was with the 

salesgirl. One camiot have rebirth withouî death. 

If light is foreshadowed through the paradox of shadow in the last 

section on heaven, then the presence of God in paradox is the answer offered 

by the untitled section that repeats the praise, 'Thy Name be Hdowed." 

This section has the most unifonn structure of the entire poem. '"[ny name 

be Hallowed" is the opening iine in three of the four stsmzas, each of which is 

made up of eight short iines that repeat the construction "in the7' to indicate 

God7s presence in the many things declared (the second stanza begins with 

"Hdlowed be Thy name"). This poem segment is not really differentiated 

fiom the last because it is so closely Linked. Like the last section, it repeats 

the construction ''in they7 and uses opposing images to speak of God 

As the declaratiom, "Hdowed be thy name" or "Thy name be 

Hdowed," which htroduce each stsaiza in this segment, indicate, the 

purpose of this poem segment is to praise God This part of the poem 

praises God, "in the quiet pulse of darknessl in the harpsîrhgs of the light". 

Add to this sense of paradox the repetitive phrase "in the:" 

in the tail poise of the great 

in the comic solemnity 

of the grasshopper's gait, 

in the moment that trembles 

a molecule of joy, 

in the Grand Canyon hour 

of soul's immensity 

And it is quite easy to get the impression that God can be praised in almost 

anything. This pardel structure is similar to that of the last two stanzas in 

the long segment on heaven. There the impression is that shadow is present 



in ail forms of light. "Shadow" is metonymically Linked to "light" and 

"night" in a way that makes it represent paradox in the last section, and God 

is found present in paradox in this section, thereby making an associaîion 

between God and "Shadow'' and a host of other words that me already 

Linked to these. Together, the stanzas are saying that where there is Light 

there is aiso darkness; where there is life there is also G d  God c m  be f o n d  

in a multiplicity of ways, but do not expect to find a God of fâutasy, for 

Smith's God is a God of paradox God may be in ali things, but so too is 

shadow. 

We aiso leam something else about where God is ballowed. We get 

the impression that God is found in action and movement rather than the 

objects or subjects themselves. An example from each stanza shows God 

being haüowed in "'walkers walking early," in the "folding of the han&" or 

the "'moment that ttembIe~.~' The fast stanza makes bus more explicit by 

speaking of God's presence in our actions: "in the workuig of o m  

minds,/.. . .in the building of our handsh the speakhg of our tangues." These 

statements, which repeat the comection between God and us through our 

actions, suggest that God is present within them and that we should act in 

such a way that God is hallowed through them. One might wonder about 

God's presence in our evil actions; however, Smith does not speak of these 

overtly. Instead she speaks of our shame, which assumes a recognition of sin 

as a positive feeling which anticipates somethmg better. Even though God's 

presence is in ali things, we are not left with a superficiai God beyond 

approach, but rather a very reai God in our heart7s midst. 

This portrait of God makes it possible for people, like the salesgir1, 

who fZnd themselves in delusion to move beyond the fmtasy. I f  God is in 

paradox, then those who find themselves in darkness also have the hope of 



God's presence. The last phrase of t h .  poem segment offers a great deal of 
hope to the salesgirl: "in the using of our shame/for the kneeiing and the 

sefving-Mallowed be Thy name." The experience of sin repented tlirough 

legitimate shame cm invoke the humility required to love others. God is 

present in the movement of our hearts fiom shame to love, and 

movement is not unlike a rebirth experience. 

The section entitled TNY KINGDOM C O m  WlLL BE DONE 

ON EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN is divided into two parts separated by 

three dots: the first part is made up of a long thllty-one line verse paragraph 

followed by a shorter nine-iine one. The second part is made up of four 

sUnilar stanzas, each introduced by the phrase, "Thy Kingdom." 1 will look 

at Smith's metonymic use of the word '‘bands" in the fmt part while 

reflecting on her use of the death and rebirth theme in the second part of this 

segment. 

To iliustrate both the way that God and humankind are different yet 

able to connect, I will fïrst look a .  Smith's repetitive use of the word 6chands" 

in the h t  part. The fjifst four lines set up the contrast: 

Our han& plough the soil centuries waiting, 

our hands drop the seed in the soil that is ready; 

in Thy han& is left the shapmg of the miracle, 

in Thy hands the hope our hands cannot accomplish; 

Even though humankind works with the soit to produce nourishment, it is not 

possible for the labour of "our hands7' to achieve anything without the 

miracle of "Thy hands." The word "our" is not capitalized whereas "Thy" 

is. The two identities are separated by status as weU as responsibilities. 

God's power does not preclude the necessity for humankmd to work for the 

crop; nor does our work preclude the necessity of God's participation. "Thy" 



and "ou. hands" are connected by repetitive proximity. niey fiinction 

together to acwmplish the needed result, but they fhction as two sqrate 

entities. It is not until the second stanza of this part that we see how they 

intersect. After struggling and reaching for the God of 'our dream," the 

line, "Our Father stretch out Thy hm&" shows that we are connected to God 

by virtue of God's love for us as a fder .  Here we h d  wntiguity between 

''oui' and "Thy" through the '%and" of the 'Tather." The hand that 

'shape[es] the mirade'' in the soil also stretches out to pdi us fiom "our 

darkness." At nrsf the hand of God and the hand of hmankind is both 

contrasted and associated metonymicdy and then the two are brought 

together in a syntagmatic phrase that allows God and humankind to join 

hands. The use of metonym moves the poet into a more and more complex 

web of interconnected words and, subsequently, moves her dong with a more 

and more complex and diverse G d  

Now, looking at the second part of this same section, humankind 

faces "Thy Kingdomy7 with a need that is reminiscent of the saiesgir17s. 

There is a need for "Thy Kingdom" to help us let go of our delusions: 

Thy Kingdom all light the han& of our haste 

streak with darkness, our dream which Thy realness 

alone can redeem fiom our impotence. 

For some reason, our dreams are "bent on magic" and in the end "we doff our 

heartdto Let's Retend." But, as was the case for the salesgirl, there is at a 

deeper level recognition that God and iife just cannot measure up to the 

"glitter" promised by the magician. And it is through the recognition of this 

lie that we begui the joumey of death which puts us on the brink of need. 

... in the swirhg depths 

of our mjflds, in the drowning depths of our darkness, 



hear us lest we drown, 

It is in this low place that we ask for help. And it is fiom this de& thai the 

hope of rebVth emerges. Rebirth is not an ascension into glory, but raîher a 

r e m o n  that God is inrimately wmected with what is real, for it is 'Thy 

Kingdom/ to guard in us what is real." Furthennore, the dream to live in 

"Thy Kingdom" which is comected to 'Thy realaess" is where we will "'be 

finished at Iast with shadows." In God7s kingdom there are no shadows, 

because paradox has been transcended and reality sees beyond the opposition 

between darkness and light They exist in harmony. Rebirth is thus a death 

to fantasy in favor of reality. 

It is a spiritual reality that Smith explores in GlVE US TNIS DA Y OUR 

DAILY BREAD. This section is rather short, comprising only three 

sentences, each five to seven Lines in length. The first two are begun with 

the construction "Give us" whiie the third is opened with the he: "Each 

alone in the great crowdAet us... . 37 

In the previous section the btidge built between humankind and God 

was established through the joining of hands. In this section the need for 

God7s assistance is assumed and each prayer comes in the form of a request 

which ends in and is directed towards "Thee." In order to explore the lexia 

as it is titfed, Smith keeps the construction of the request, "'Give us" and 

explores the meaauig of "'our d d y  bread." The f h t  thùig that she 

estabiishes is what is not meant by the prayer. Our daiiy bread is 'hot 

transfigurations wrought by spirit's pride," while in the second construction 

we l e m  that it is "the bread and wine of Thy humility." The third part of 

the prayer-request maps out how we move f?om ptide to h d t y  and asks 

God to let us do so. 



Smith's description of pride in the first sentence is not unlike preMous 

descriptions of ineffective pursuits for God. She wrïtes: 

Give us this day our M y  bread 

not transfigurations wrought by spirit's pride 

till sight is hypnorized with flecks of light 

that die at last in darkest dark. 

This description of light is similar to the "glitter of lights" which leads the 

magical Kingdom seeker "home to a cold hearth, ... eyes still dazzied with 

rockets" in the previous section. The salesgirl is refmed to as "angel of 

brightness" before she is 'shmned to gold" and told to "go down, proud 

daughter." Bright, glittery, flecks of Iight are, in each case, associated with 

pride. Pride within ourseIves makes us seek the magical nature of bright 

lights instead of God's iight. The verb "wrought" in this segment also 

suggests that this is an exhausting affàir. God's lïght, however, is différentt. 

It always seems to emerge out of darkness. In the second construction, where 

she explores a positive image of whaî our daily bread could be, she writes: 

Give us instead the bread and wine of Thy humility 

that we would take as simply as the flowers take the light; 

give us that wholeness of appetite 

that craves the one good, 

growing our min& on Thee. 

Here we are encouraged to take the light as it is given. We have already 

leamed sometbing about how the flower takes the light in the opening section 

of the poem which speaks of "Our Father" in the moming light. The flower 

is "terse with the wit of sky and earth in its rmt," and in this early hour, He 

'rakes whole what was broken," and subsequentiy, "as before Him they 

bend/(the cnimpled fïower is standing)." When Smith provides this flower 



simile for how we should respond to the l i e  we must remember that the 

flower is already metonymically connected to the wholeness of God, the 

death and rebïrth of the flower, the night and monllng slq, the sun and the 

earth and the h d t y  of the flower which %ends" before God The flower's 

humble way of receiving light is aIready established through a metonymic 

process in the first segment of the poem. When it is used here, the contiguity 

between the flower and humility is b d t  into a metaphor. 

h order for us to grow, we must continue the process of de& and 

rebirth and the third sentence of this poem segment shows how the 

movement fiom prïde to humility requires a kmd of death: 

Each alone in the great crowd 

let us remove the nmning shoes of intellectual prïde, 

throw d o m  the divining rods 

of ideologies and ceasùig to think 

through the handsome masks of logic 

kneel and drink with naked Iips of Thee. 

The introduction to this request makes it clear that despite our participation in 

the Lord's prayer together (as it is ofien read by a wmmunity of believers 

and is marked by inclusive pronouns) we are hdividuaily responsible for our 

choices. And the choice at hand is one that involves humility. There are 

five verbs and thus five actions that are articulated here. Because this 

section of the poetic segment forms a list of these actions, the phrases 

articulated can be paraiIe1ed and connected. The verbs "remove," "throw 

down'? and "ceasing" each indicate a rejection of a particular way to tmth. 

The phrases LLRunning shoes of intellectual pride," "divining rods of 

ideologies" and "handsome masks of logic" are the means to truth which are 

rejected in this section. Each of these images are interrelated by Wtue of 



their contiguity and their similm stmcture; as well, they each intimate that 

pride is a b e e r  between humanity and God. The negative force of these 

vmbs hdicate th& death must occur before rebirth. The verb "kneei" 

suggests thaf once again, it is fiom a place of humility that we cm CCdrink" 

of the water that renews. This last Iine associates drinking ~ 6 t h  nakedness 

and God in the same way as fouad in the Ling "just that we be spurned who 

ourselves have turnedl h m  the naked living water..." which is found in 

HE4VEiV WHICH ART IN HE4VEN OUR FATHER IN HE4YE-!V - 
Additiondy, it might be valuable to remember that the salesgirl is sent 

"dom in the night to the water." Rebirth requires that we be aaked, that we 

be stripped of ail pnde and that we be in touch with what is r d :  the living 

water of God that nourishes, refkshes and helps us to grow. Each sentence 

ends with the word "Thee" and not surprisingly, then, 'Thee" is the only end 

not rejected Interestingly enough, because ideologies are rejected in and 

of themselves, definitive notions of God may also be rejected. The process of 

death and rebirth thus b ~ g s  us to our knees, where we must let go of our 

ideologies, and go to the living water, where we partake in the mystery of 

God, sirnultaneously. 

The process continues in the next section about repentance. It is 

entiîled AND FORGIVE US OUR TRESPASSES AS HE FORGIVE TfiEM 

THAT TRESPASS AGAlNST LIS and is made up of two stanzas. The first 

has thirty-nine short Lines and the second has twenty-two. 

Every journey begins somewhere. Like most of the journeys taken 

through this poem, this one starts with great effort. Even though it begins 

with a recognition of sin, the idea of forgiveness requires explication. Smith 

begins the exploration of what it means to be forgiven by offering five similm 



constructions, each of which begins with a verb and includes the possessive 

pronom " o ~ "  

feeling the warped 

shape of our sinning 

seeing our morning 

litheness stripped 

by the hungry vultures 

of sewtorture 

widowed by the beauty 

we thought our own, 

deceived by lust 

for our fair slight righteousness, 

thinking we grieve 

for the wrong we have done, 

we fashion a halo 

of many starry sorrow, 

and enchant our souk 

with a delicate tune 

the recognition of what we are 

with what has been. 

Verbs like "feeling," "seeing," %idowed," "deceived," and "enchant" are 

used to try to understand "our sinning," "our moming," "our own beauty," 

"our fair slight righteousness," "our sods" and thus ourselves. This 

repetitive comtmct links these phrases which are contiguous with the 

pronoun "our" hto an associated group of words. After this list of 

fded-attempts to understand our sin, Smith writes "no hypnosis of self c m  

fmd Him." This line seerns to desmie the efforts being made h o u &  the 



repetitive constructs which focus on attempts made by the pefsons signaled 

by the pronoun C'Ouf' to wailow in the sin king expiored. This notion of 

"pain that makes a sinner a hero" is set up in contradistinction with the better 

way, introduced with the t ehg  word '%ut," and descriid as a "merciIess 

probing of innerrnost self." The ciiffierence between revelùig in our sin and 

acknowledging it for the purposes of repentance is c l d e d  in the next 

stanza Again the stanza begins with a statement about what repentance is 

not before saying whaî it is. There is a ''but" statement in this stanza as 

well: 

but Love must practice 

its own deliverance 

and build with han& 

a house not our own 

This last iine is a contrast to the first five declamions which repeat the 

pronoun "our." Instead of watlowiag in our sin, it indicates that we need to 

act for purposes that are %ot our own." When Smith uses this phrase, she is 

refenîng to the network of phrases, contiguous with "our," that are 

self-indulgently abusive. Repentance is iinked to the act of love towards 

others, not to the act of beratuig ourselves. 

There is another important association fomd in the stanza on love. 

Hands seem to play an important role in one's ability to extend love. In this 

section love, "buifds with han&/ a house not our own." The han& that build 

in this segment are reminiscent of the "building of our hands" for which 

God's name is praised in the section, HALLOWED BE THY NAME. The 

metonymic relationship between "hamis" that buiid has becorne almost a 

symbol: in Lodge's terms, a metonymic metaphor. In the large section on 

heaven, the contiguity between han& and God and han& and humankind 



leads to a sense that God and humans are luiked through an extension of 

hands. In each case hands serve as a positive image to c o ~ e c t  individual 

action with God and others. Through a metonymic process, han& have corne 

to symbolize the interdependence within this trinity. 

And yet it is not possible to hold han& and act in Love without the 

experience of death and rebirth. As already mentione4 even the widely held 

concept of sin as sornething which brings pain and a kind of anti-heroic 

status is in need of revision. The only way to move tiom one understanding 

to a more mature appreciation of the subject is to recognize its fitility, to let 

it die, to see the need for another way and ask for help. The fùtility of 

wallowing in our sin has already been established. In this section, Smith 

makes a direct link between the death-iïke experience and repentance itself. 

Repentance . . . . . 

fits like a death mask 

the face of the actor, 

eating Lîke acid 

into the bone, 

and when the I is sealed and delivered, 

commands--Immediate 

use of powers- 

as though illness had not been. 

Repentance is dependent on a death that empowers. The sinner who tnily 

confionîs the "I" does not wallow in s i .  but lets it lead to deeper 

~e~understanding fkom which he/she c m  emerge healed and ready to Love. 

In other words, as the title suggests, forgiveness of self is intimately 

connected to loving others. 
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The next section looks specifically at the part of the lexia, A S  WE 

FQRGIYE THEM. Smith couid not explore the repentance of our own sins 

without including a meditation on the forgiveness of others. However, she 

also sees that forgiveness of others is a subject worthy of its own exploration- 

This four sentence joumey is developed in one stanza h a d g  twenty-four 

lines of regular length. 

This meditation on forgiving others makes a distinction between the 

gesture and the act As always, Smith's exploraîion of a theme begins with a 

refutation of an immature understanding of the subject in this case, she 

does so by resurrecting the image of "hands" md uses the word three bmes: 

(Forgiveness the hand stretched over cfiff edge 

with backgound the blue, and the trumpet-cucved clouds) 

we see ourselves in the hand and the gocily gesture 

but not in the face of the clinging, imperiled stranger- 

Here we are reminded that it was God who stretched out His hand to us in 

need in the long section on heaven, and now as one who is forgiving there is 

a tendency to see meself as god-like. "ut," as Smith aptly reminds us, the 

hand that offers forgiveness must meet another hand, another person, a 

person not unlike ourselves. The gesture given by one who does not 

recognize bis own or the other's humanity is not partaking in tme 

forgiveness. However, when we are aware of ow own humanityy we can 

forgive: ""One who receives the bhding Iight for his healing/ will flow with 

hands of light toward brothers in the dark". The image of hands flowing 

suggests a khd of hiunility, where the gift is king given because it has been 

received and it will continue to move in this way through many persons. The 

person who is being forgiven is connected to the person forgiving, as is 

suggested by the nom 'Cbr~thers," and the similarity of their struggie with 



darkness. The han& offer a meeting place. Because Smith has used han& 

as a way of bddiag a bridge between G d  and humanity in previous 

sections, and here she connects people, one to the other, through theü hands, 

it is possible to see the interrelationship between G d ' s  relationship with 

hwnans and the relaîiomhip between humans themselves. 

Forgiving others is dependent on our own journey through repentance. 

The death and rebirth cycle that emerges out of the previous section prepares 

us for the death and rebirth joumey of this section. Smith's meditaîion on 

one prior to the other says as much about the relatiomhip between them as do 

the words she chooses. Her words, "our birth waits a cold and grudging 

sprïng, for nothhg is whole that has not been severed," show how crucial 

the joumey of death and rebirth is for Smith. One of the resdts of this 

experience is h d t y  and another is wholeness. If we think that we are 

doing some great act of kindnas by forgiving someone, Smith suggests that 

we are rnissing the point. This notion, comected to pride, must be usurped 

so that "Humbly then is the gifi given, no rnifacie/so lovely as when a man is 

being boni." Humility follows and is associated with birth, just as pride 

precipitates and is connected to death. What emerges out of this cycle is "'a 

wholeness that is human wallàng with Thee in the sun." This Iine pardels 

the image of God, "Our Father, Our Sun in the morning," who makes "whole 

what was broken" in the very first section of the poem, and the request, "give 

us the wholeness of appetite/ that craves the one gooâ," prayed for in GlVE 

US THIS DA Y OUR DAILY BREAD. Wholeness itself is consistently 

contiguous with God and our relaîionship with God. As we pursue a fuLler 

understanding of God and ourselves, we are also pursuing wholeness. 

Wholeness is connected to wallring on the joumey with others, our humanity, 

"Thee," the "sun," the "'Sun," and nature. Smith builds this web of 
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intersecting words by repeating the word, "whoieness" with sùnilar phrases 

and then linking them one to the other. Eventually the connections become 

so vast that it is W c d t  to see what is not comected In fact, the impression 

it leaves is diat nothing iies outside the web of words and the signs which 

they represent, and that the distinction between the signs themeIves is 

nebdous. Through this metonymic technique, Smith does not offer 

equaiïties, dualities or religious creeds; instead, she afïjrms a process and a 

way of relaîing to the world She chooses to embrace the journey of Life as it 

happas to her. She uses metonymy as a poetic technique because it enables 

her to articulate her faith and openness simultaneously. She cm, at once, 

discover and move through the joumey of life embracing brokenness and 

wholeness simdtaneously because, like al.I thuigs, they are connected in a 

mysterious way that speaks of God. 

The idea of the journey to wholeness being dependent on a continuum 

of death and rebirth experiences can itself lead to futile play with temptation. 

The joumey does in fact have value and there is a kUid of faith irnpiicit in 

taking it. The point, however, is not to dabble in darkness, for that kind of 

activity intirnates a duality between Light and darkness as weL The 

meditation AND LEAD US NOT INTO TEWTATION BUT DELMER US 

FROM EVIL explores the drffience between engaging in the joumey and 

using the joumey as an excuse to fùrther one's self immolation. It is made up 

of two stanzas; the first one has tbirteen lines and the second twenty-nine. 

Both have regular length iines and begin with the phrase: "Lead us not into 

temptaîïon. " 

This section is strongly foreshadowed by previous sections. The 

second h e ,  "Make our wili strong but not to breaking," connects this section 

to the last which ends, "Something stird that is clear in us, a need that can 



grow strong in us,/toward a wholeness." Strength has something to do with 

both brokemess and wholeness and, as we have already learned fiom the last 

section as well, brokenness is a prerequkite for wholeness. This section 

expands on this mincidence in the second stanza, saying "knowing that when 

Thy breath is warm on our shoulderJthen is the time to test our wholeness of 

dying." The comection between wholeness and brokenness has something to 

do with our strength. Furthermore: 

... when we ask for strength when wealaiess threatens, 

hear us not if we mem strength of iron, 

give us uistead the flexible wiiI of rhythm, 

of wind, water, the bird, the grass in motion, 

Smith is showing how there is a need for balance, and by CO~IECM~ the 

various words in a web of metonymic phrases she shows how our 

brokemess and our wholeness are interdependent, how out strength and 

weakness c m  work together, and how both dichotomies have a rhythm that is 

comected to nature. 

The rhythm of these two stanzas is based on the repetitive flip-flop of 

the title. The two phrases "lead us not into temptation" and "deliver us from 

evil" are inverted statements: the first is a negative assertion of the second. 

Smith explores the idea of temptation and how we are to approach sin and 

darkness and evil by constantly making a positive statement and then 

conditionhg it with a negative one. This rhythm creates an exploration that 

is apparently seeking balance and accommodation. For example, in the 

second stanza: 

And lead us not into temptation, 

yet shelter us not tiom its path 



inviting not yet avoidùig not all dangers, 

..- 

let us go into our innermost dderness, 

bravely yet not with any presumptuous pride.. . . 

It i3 as though every statement needs M e r  accommodation, exploration, 

meditation. Nothing is true in itself; we must "[accept] the tides that compel 

the spint " 

The tides have a rhythm of ascent and descent c o ~ e c t e d  to the moon, 

whiIe humans have a rhythm of death and rebirth connected to their 

movement fiom pride to humility. This movement is made most rhythmic by 

an appreciation of nature with whom we share life and made possible 

through "Our Father" who helps us to always move beyond ourselves. The 

cyclical and progressive nature of Smith's explorative journey is encapsulated 

in the line: "What is this second birth but a pallifiil metamorphosis, a 

moment of dragonfly brighmess invithg a darker death?" The joumey is 

never to end. As we have seen earlier, wholeness is connected to brokemess 

is connected to God is connected to nature - and now I wish to add to this 

list - is connected to the experience of death and rebirth. For Smith, an 

exploration of the role of temptaîion in our lives does not lead to a list of 

creeds or sins but rather she delves into the 44innemost joumey" and 

concludes that ï h e  red is only found in the body of its death." For Smitb, 

even our notions of what temptation and sin is, are irrelevant compared to our 

experience of dying to ourselves. 

It is out of this experience that one cornes into the fullness of 

appreciation for the rest of the world: God, nature, and our neighbor. It is by 

looking beyond her self that Smith joumeys. And so it is fkom this place of 



death that Smith moves into the next and last section of the poem and prayer 

FOR ITilNE 1s THE HNGDOM AND TNE POKER AND W E  GLORY 

FOREVER M D  EVER AMEN. This secrion is made up of five stanzas. The 

b t  two have ten short liaes apiece and begin with the phrase, "'AU thin gs.... 77 

These are foUowed by an htermediary couplet that essentially repeats the 

titie. The last two are twelve and eleven lines long respectively and are made 

up of regular length hes.  The section and poem concliides with the prayer 

closing, "Amen." 

This section is an aflhnation of God's presence in all things and of 

God's power to transform. Again, we are faced with the repetitive use of the 

word 'hands" to show the relationship between humankind and God; but, 

additionally, to dernomate the power of God's hand in the transformation of 

humans. Initially God7s presence as a creating force in nature is assumed: 

&'the seed that burgeonsJ [is] marked by Thy hand." In the t k d  stanza, 

however, we get a m e r  appreciation for the role of God in the lives of 

humans: 

In those who see and in those who are blind, 

forever it moves and watches its chance; 

in the hands that make, in the han& that break, 

is gathered the Power that one day will strike 

the temples han& build to all other gods. 

Han& that make and break are syntagmatic units brought together 

metonymicaily by the "'Power" of God. This is a Power that c m  aiso be 

exerted against temples budt by godless hands. [t seems an odd if not 

contradictory interconnection at work in these lines. If everything is 

interconnecte& then what in fact are the "'other gods" of which she speaks? 

This is the f h t  t h e  she has demonized the word "other." The ody sin that 
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she has spoken against in the entire poem is our pride and subsequent 

unwüIingness to drink of the living water of G d  She has capitaiîzed things 

like "Fortune7' and '?Let's Retend" and "Merry-G-round'7 and "Shadow" in 

ways that insinuate that the "other god" is not a person, or a creed, but the 

pride-motivated pursuit of one's dream God. It is as though the Power of 

God is being praised for its ability to engage each person on a journey of life 

that leads to wholeness and is connected to reality. The Power of God breaks 

pride. "The single s m d  Voice" is not about a singuiar belief about God. It 

is a voice that integrates us Uito a connected whole and leads us to death and 

through to rebirth so that "in what has been forever let us become." When 

Smith says "'corne home my soul, to God who waits," she herself crosses 

over the bridge that transcends the distinction between her humanity and 

God's love. It is a relationship that bas been built metonymically through 

discovery and interaction. It is a relationship that has been strengthened by 

the process. It is only in these last lines that Smith identifies herself She 

uses the personal pronom "my" to describe her soul as somethmg which she 

can now entrust to God. It leads to the celebrated conclusion: " T h e  is the 

Kingdom and the Power and the Glory- Amen." 

Smith's 'Toomote to the Lord's prayei' is a journey through each part 

of the Lord's prayer. Although it is open-ended, it is dependent on her faith 

that the journey is worth engaging in and submitting to. The mode of 

language that cornes naturdy to Smith as an explorer is metonymic. Words, 

like "Our Father," '"morning," "heart," "shadow," and "han&" are repeated 

in Merent syntagmatic pbrases so Uiat dl the words wntiguous with the 

repeated word are connected. She begins smail; she begins, in this case, with 

one lexia at a time aad one association at a time. It does not take long before 

the connections build into an intertwined web of rneanings and she has 



crossed over from finite observation to the realrn of God where paradox is 

transcended and ail is comected In this way she demoostrates, rather than 

speaks, how it is possible to beiieve in a "single smail voice" while validating 

the varied voices of G d  As she engages in the Lord's Rayer, her faith is 

deepened Conwmitantly7 the power of metonymic language to both 

articulate the dynamics of her ever-moving fath and to contribute to its 

growth is established. Mien Jakobson or Lodge speak of writers who lean 

towards the metonymic pole of language, they think primarily of realistic 

novelists and wrïters who provide a concrete view of the world. Smith's use 

of metonymic process, however, leads her beyond the Iimits of realism to a 

God in whom ail is mysterïously intercomected. It is a process that Smith 

wiIi continue to use in her later poetry though her subject material is rarely 

religious. She has already established an intimacy between God and the 

world, betweeu her faith and her use of metonymy; and so, when she 

explores the world metonymicaily it is not without faith. 

As weiI., by connecting each segment of the prayer by the common 

theme of death and rebirth, Smith shows how her vision of the faith joumey 

is dependent on a death to seif. In other words, the person engaged in the 

journey can never stand stiu basking in the certainty of his or her knowledge. 

Every tïme humaus either fantasize about who God shouid be or thYik that 

they have apprehended God, they face a fd that can lead to another death of 

self. The point that is crucial here is that the way to God is neither 

teleological nor through intellectual apprehmion, but rather by a process of 

lethg go. This idea is consistent with both Christian belief that "For 

whoever wants to Save his life will lose it" (Matt 16:25, Mk 8:35, Lk 9:24) 

and the postmodem idea that there is no centrai Truth. Postmodems 

recognize that a belief in a central Truth puts the believer in the centre. Smith 
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says something similar in her exploration of the lexia, LEAD US NOT INTO 

TEMPTATlON BUT DEUKER US FROM EML. Mer r e f h g  to ccseif" as 

the "dancing centre7" she intimates that through the process of death to self 

one must corne to realize thaî, "the dancing self is the fable." Goci is met, 

not in the centre, but through the mysterious interconnections found in 

everyday Me. To cross over into the realm of mystery, Smith begins one link 

at a t h e .  



Chapter II 



In the nrst chapter' 1 established that Smith's use of rnetonymic 

process to engage in an open-ended joumey was a reflection of her faith- 

Additionaüy, her dingness to proceed through several death and rebirth 

experiences demonstrated that she was cmcerned more with the process of 

living out her faith than etching out her beliefs. The form which she uses to 

articulate her most explicitly religious and longest poem is very useful in 

understanding the depth and open-ended nature of Smith's faith. She 

approaches "Footnote to the Lord's Prayer" as if on a joumey. She does not 

begin this poem with a set message, but rather she begins with eyes open, 

looking for connections. She uses words in her poetry to build associations 

in such a way that she weaves a web of interdependent meanings. Through 

the discovery process she is often engaged in a death and rebirth process 

where the message is released through a death to self. Through this 

exploraiive approach she dernonstrates faith in the process of liviug and as 

Fred CogsweU says in his introduction to a special issue of m m  
"Kay Smith is a very special person with a very speciai "yes-saying" attitude 

to life'' (1 5). 

In this chapter 1 will explore poems published in At i3ottm of the 
&& in 1972 and W a Girl Id& D o m  in 1978. In these poems, her use 

of rnetonymic technique and the death and rebirth motif persist despite her 

exploration of subjects that are not explicitly religious. Her faith is not 

articulated through words themselves but, raîher, tbrough the way in which 

she lays them side by side and lets them take her to the mystery that is God. 

1 decided to study these two books of poetry in the same chapter 

because of their similarity. They were both published by Fred Cogswell 

within a six-year period. Many of the poems published in the first are found 

in the second and the majority of the poems published in both books were 



written in Grand Manaan. For these reasons it was difficult to discern a shifi 

in her poetic thought between the two books of poetry king studied here. 

Smith does, however, explore new vistas in these poems as compared 

to the religiow dieme in cTootn~te to the Lord's Prayer." As she empties her 

self and lets the worid d o n t  ber, her faith persists. Her subject material is 

different fiom that of "Footnote to the Lord's Prayer," but her love of God 

with varied voices is evident through her poetic technique. Her use of 

metonyrn to cross over fiom the minutiae of He's treasures into the 

complexity of iife's wonder still reflects an openness to new experience and 

insights. Although she continues to repeat words and build associations 

between similar syntagmatic units, her poems are much shorter and so the 

intercomections are less elaborate. The theme of de& and rebirth is 

transformed into a consistent attempt on the part of the poet to see things 

anew. She is always speaking of the role of her eyes in making new 

revelations possible. As reviewer Margaret Harry says of 

Srnidi's poems: 

the point of view here is directed outward, not inward. nie 

subject of this poetry is fkequently individual experience, fidi of 

specific personal detail, but the place of that experience within a 

wider pattern is always more important than the ego itself. (99) 

And 1 would argue that what is found in her experience outside the ego is 

appropriated by the ego. What she sees on the outside is internalized so that 

she is in fact connected to the object of her vision. As she explains in the 

poem "Quiet," ofien this kind of penetrating gaze is dependent on stillness: 

AU things that are finished 

and beautifid with use 

Quiet brings to me; 



if 1 look long enough in her presence, 

1 unfold in them and they 

in my blood and ceils hoist poems of clear bells. (65) 

It is as though Smith has to let go of her expectations and let her eyes take her 

to what is mysterious. She says, '?t7s much betîer to have questions that 

won' t be a n s w d . .  to feel the mystery" (deKIuyver 13). In many ways, the 

role of eyes in Smith's poetry not only reflects her willingness to move 

through the experience of death to rebirth, but it is &O consistent with h a  

use of metonymy to explore new sights. Metonymic process is dependent on 

context and context is established through a semantic representation of what 

is visualized. In her poetry, she includes the process of discovery. She 

offers the scene and the conte* what is contiguous in reality' and then what 

kind of associations can be made in fieu of the connections available. In this 

way she crosses over fiom the particularities of what she sees to the 

generalities that the connections imply. The intimacy between what is 

particular and general is part of the mysterious nature of God. 

In this chapter, 1 will e s t  examine four poems origindy published in 

A D  Bottom of the Dark and then four £kom Whm a Girl Id& D o m  AU 

of the poems shidied, however, may be fou& in Smith's collection of poetry, 

P m  published in 1987. I will show how Smith continues 

to establish connections using the same metonyrnic process used in "Footnote 

to the Lord's Prayer." Most of the time a natural phenornena is linked to a 

human one and the mysterious overlap aliudes to spirituai intimacy with 

God. As weli, 1 will develop the argument that eyes play a pivotal role in 

these connections; not only as vehicles of seeing, but more importantly7 the 

means by which the poet can, with an open attitude, see thiags anew. 



This amtude prompts many poems in A t t h g 2 ~ d t k  Dark and 

specificdy 'Wight Sky" (14). Smith h d s  an inhacy between darkness 

and light in this single- stanza poem that atFrms both her self and the 

mystery of which she is part 

The night s e ,  fUed as it is with stars, is a place of mystery. For 

Smith: 

Stars bum in the miQUght sky; 

They seem so near a hand outstretched 

From an upper window could pick them like f i t .  

Smith is struck by the stars apparent proximity in spite of their obvious 

distance. At first she speaks of reaching out for them. But when she repeats 

the word "stars," initially associated with the sky, it is Linked to the poet: 

The stars fd blazing through space, 

Down, down, d o m  and are quenched in that nameless place 

Where I am faceless as the darkness, and all my limbs 

Dissolve in rhythms of that mystery 

On which the ark of my Little Life sails aLl night. 

Smith implies that the stars that were first up in the sky are now in her midst. 

It is as though they f d  fkom the sky Uito her being. Initially, there is a 

syntagmatic and physical proximity between stars and sky. But then there is 

a similar association made between the stars and the poet. The syntagmatic 

proximity aiïudes to a spiritual one. L t  is as though the stars are internaiized 

by the poet who desmies her life as an ark and, simdtaneously, the stars 

hold her. They are so intimately comected that the stars and her body carry 

one another. The process by which Smith establishes this intimacy is 

metonymic; she does not make the stars a metaphor with a message, but 

rather she journeys with the stars and they take her to herself 



This connection ig dependent upon Smith's eyes as desrnid in the 

two tines which intemeci the two star imqes: "The famdim has becorne 

stmnge./As I float behhd my eyes." Smith offers a visuai image of the stars 

wbich in tum connects her to the earth-bound apple tree and the subsequent 

"zebra-shqed bold shadows" and the feeling that aU is strange. By seeing 

the ni@ sky anew, the scene becornes strange and open for rediscovery. The 

eyes which located the images are then closed for the experience of 

ïntegration. In this way, Smith does not simply see the stars, but rather she 

e x p d c e s  them. However, her experïence is dependent on a willuigness to 

look at things anew, to see their strangeness and appreciate the Mtality of al1 

things in such a way as to fiel intimately connected The connection does 

not atise out of an intemal image which look for a replicate, but rather 

extemal images lead back to the self. In order for her to receive what the 
I 

night sky has to offer she has to Let go of her expctations, plunge into death 

and as she says, "be d l  and let whatever was there corne outy7 (deuuyver 

12). 

AUowing the sights to speak as they are cm bring many surprises. 

This they do for Smith in her poem, "Among the Ravages" (16). By the end 

of the third and last stanza, the extemal image of a pigeon comects her to 

love. 

Through a metonymic process Smith surveys "Ws grey city" where 

she h d s  and forms a kind of relationship with a pigeon. Smith develops this 

relationship by repeating the place "this grey city" twice. Smith begins by 

painting a rather bleak pictwe of Saint John, NB, in the '%tg-ends season" 

between Winter and Spring. She explains how in % i s  grey city" there is a 

"shabby street," a ''starving cat" and "rotten porous snow." By the third 

stanza, however, she has found something of interest with which to connect: 



Yet even here in this grey ciîy, 

among the ravages of time and weather 

on my Stone window ledge 

a pigeon sprouting on her beak a white fkeckle 

keeps her wary yeUow eye on me 

as she warms and shelters with her feathered body and 

faith 

the round bits of her Love. 

The same grey city, which is "shabby," provides a home for both herself as 

she Iooks upon her "window ledge" and the pigeon. Smith's home provides 

shelter for herself; her window ledge provides shelter for the pigeon, and the 

pigeon provides shelter for her young. They are connecteci, in this way, not 

only by their city home but also by the shelter which they share. Theïr 

contiguity in the city is reinfôrced by their contiguity in the poem. They are 

brought together metonymically and ultimately Smith not only connects with 

them but with the love offered by the pigeon to her young 

Together, Smith and the pigeon are watchful in "this grey city" of 

theirs. Smith's description of the grey city is entirely visuai and as she looks 

out upon it she remains open to, if not hopeful for, new perspectives. When 

she describes the pigeon, Smith is penetrated, not by the pigeon's beauty, but 

by the pigeon's wary gaze and the mark of the pigeon's love towards her 

young. Not ody do they share a home, but they also share a capacity to see 

acutely. There is a sense that through this mutual attentiveness Smith shares 

in the love offered to the young bird(s). By indicating that the pigeon has 

faith, Smith humanizes her, and this seems to be a result of the connection 

she feels toward the bird. This internalized connection begins with a visual 



discovery which in tum is made possible by Smith's capacity to pierce 

through duilness with eyes wide open 

In "Winter AAemoon" (64) the four--staoza joumey is again visual, 

though in this case eyes are not actualIy mentioned h the midst of the 

'%ter woods," Smith finds an intimacy among all of its inhabitants 

Essentialiy, the trees of the first stanza are connected to the humans of 

the last, both sharing a home midst the "winter woods." The scene begins 

with the repeated article ''the:" 

The smooth-skin, grey poplars, 

The brown cwled leaves clinging to the beeches, 

The blazing wheel of the sun among the pine branches, 

The Mary blue of the sky between the pilla15 of the spruce trees, 

and is followed by the inevitable surprise withh the scenic silence: 

Motionless are the trees; soundless the *ter woods 

Until the notes of a chickadee drop sweet and bnght 

As berries into the crystal goblet of the air. 

The scene now painteci, the poet begins moving towards the human 

connection. In the second staoza she introduces the presence of hum- in 

the woods with an image of hanging garrnents that look like "'gigantic 

coloured birds in a faj. tale of ice" and in the third, children are skating and 

creating on the pond "The shape of a jagged leaf." Both images comect 

humans to their environment. The first image is a simile, which, according to 

Lodge, is the preferred metaphoric trope for metonymic writers, and the 

second builds the bridge between humm and nature metonymically; it is 

contextualized and leads to something beyond the syntagmatic sequence. 

Humans and nature are connected; they share the same home and they are 

contiguous in the world. Smith builds on this association poetically so that 



by the time we get to the last stama the link between humans and their 

environment is estabiished. But Smith adds to this interplay by repeating the 

article ''the" as she did in the first stanza. Here the fannhouses are scattered 

"among the naked trees" and they 

Contain a Life that knows the same stillness as the winter woods, 

The same sun blazuig in the tree of flesh, 

The same brief blossomïng of music 

Before the night closes in and takes t to itseK 

The connection is explicit. The article ''the7' is repeated but this time it is 

repeated as "the same7' to indicate that the trees which are descri id  in the 

fmt stanza are connected to the "tree of flesh" because they are impacted by 

the "winter wOOdS" in '%e samee" way. As well, the last iine suggests that 

ail growing thuigs are connected to each other by the impact of cyclicai t he .  

The poem is titled 'Winter Afternoont7 and ends with night. Humans are not 

treated differently fkom trees by aftemoon or by night. We get the sense that 

the night has this kind of undiscnminating vitality fiom the last line when the 

night %es it to itself" Humans are thus connected to their environment 

by the fact that they are impacted by the same thhgs. Smith makes these 

connections by repeating structures, giving hurnans a 'bec of fIesh instead 

of a body, and watching how a winter afternoon in the '%ter woods" 

impacts ail the inhabitants who by nightfàll are all part of the singular, 

narneless 'W' ernbraced by the dariaies. 

For Smith, even material objects can be animated into Life and offer 

insight as is the case with her poem "The Chair" (3 1). The poem is made up 

of seven short stanzas that lead the poet to an intimate connection with a 

chair, 



This poem makes an explicit comection between Smith and her chair 

through metonymy and word repetitions. The recurring words are: 'cchai.," 

"mystery" and derivations of the word "speech-" The personal pronom "I" 

declares itseif repeatedy as wek Smith suddedy feeis strmge "before the 

tensions and delice balance/ th& make the chair and make the mystery." 

The repeated phrase "make the" associates the chair with mystery. 

Furthemore the chair is given a voice. It is connected to the Mie of the tree 

£iom which it is made: ' a  tree with a million tongues7' and now "its speech 

is itseifï its form and grain." Smith connects the chair and herself through 

speech, saying: "If 1 knew its language/ we might speak together-" But this is 

not a ïiterd connection; Smith '%an only sit in the chair/ my mystery 

weighing on its mystery." The chair and Smith are contiguous contextually 

and semanticaüy. Together their relationship is mysterious. Whether 

"weighingt7 means sittïng or thinking or both, the syntagm suggests th& the 

poet feels mysteriously intercomected with the chair. It is as though she has 

corne to see it as a living object which c m  put her into contact with God's 

mystery. 

The enigrnatic comection begins when the two make eye contact: 1 

look up fkom the page/ and there is the chair watchg"  Smith, as usuai, sees 

the chair anew: 

In ail the years 

it has lived in my house 

this is the first time 

I have knom it speaks 

Her ability to see familia. things as if for the fint time makes it possible for 

her to make new connections and deepen her appreciation of Iife's 

mysteriousness. What she sees takes on a life of its own and is numired 



within her imagination. When she says "its speech is itseW its form and 

grain" she is also saying something about herself and about language. 

Language is very visual for Smith. What she sees speaks to her. Whatever 

she sees has its own voice, and repetitive language helps her to make 

connections between the voices. The fact îhat language is visual for Smith 

speaks of her preference for the metonymic pole of language. Like a 

novelist who uses r e m  or a motion film director who recreates a scene 

and story, Smith starts with a beIief that what is present before one's eyes 

holds the key to what is beyond. In this case her encounter with a chair leads 

her to an etemal moment- And ioterconnectedness offers her the fi-eedom to 

seek things anew while maintaining faith in a mysterîous unity. 

In her next book of poetry, 3 Smith uses 

much the same technique. As 1 have already mentioned, 1 have not really 

identified any signïficmt shifts between these two books of poetry . The 

poems newly published in this her third book were not necessarily written in 

the six-year period following the last publication. if they were, 1 believe that 

they are still generated from a similar perspective on Mie. She continues to 

engage the world wide-eyed and to translate the concomitant joumey 

metonymically . 

The poem "That Something May Be Found" (12) is Smith's clearest 

evocation of why she writes poetry. There is repetition, this time for 

emphasis as well as comection, and Smith's cEyes77 take on God-like 

import;mce throughout the five stanzas. 

In this poem, 1 will demoostrate two examples of her use of metonymic 

process. The line, "That something may be found 1 make a poem" introduces 

and concludes the poem. And in the uiird stanza, the phrase "That the secret 

may be found I become a hunterl in a poem" is correlated to the &st and last 



Iine of the poem by its repetition of the words: That  ... may be found 1.. . . 77 

Here, again, she uses metonymy. By replacing a few words in the main 

phrase she connects the words that are different In other words, 

"something' is Linked to "the secret" and to "make a poem" is associated 

with "become[ing] a hunter." These comectiom give the impression that 

Smith feels that wntinuous exploration is a worthwhile endeavor. She look 

for the insights, "the secret," through the process of writing. Because her 

most consistent writing technique is to ~ a k e  connections through word 

repetition, the role that writing plays in her search for secret meanings is to 

help her make yet udmown comections. As welI, through her poetry, Smith 

is motivated to become a hunter who is always watching with eyes engaged. 

The engagement can be riveting, as Smith's repetition of the word 

"haif-moon" indicates. The fourth stanza reads : 

In the wood and in the waste places under 

a half-moon we are very wonderful 

curved like a bow over being ourselves and done, 

moWig when we move like a half-moon. 

The person who walks under the ha-moon ends up moving iike the 

half-moon. For Smith, the impact of being entïrely present to her 

environment comects her to it. She crosses over fkom the observation of 

something finite to a connection with something that leads to an experience 

that fiels infinite. And as her repetitive technique demomtrates, the process 

of writing seems to reinforce the connections. 

The "Eyes" of this poem have inaedible potential. The word is 

capitaiized for emphasis and for increased stature, implying that eyes have 

Gd-like powers. 

Near the door Eyes compel so iarge and clear 



a wallcing out that clothed simply in being 

1 try to deserve the white lashes of the daisy-... 

Eyes offer the ability to see beyond our selves, to "break fiom the sheil of  

habit, my home,/ Ieawig fear, the old crone, nodding by the ashes." As 

Smith explores, her eyes are outward looking; she is not self-conscious but 

rather "clothed simpty in being." She is aware only of the need to empty 

herself as she tries to "deserve the white lashes" and see them as they are. In 

order to explore so openly, Smith says she must lave habit, leave home, and 

leave fear behind. She must accept a kind of mini-death at every tum. There 

is an incredible openness in this breaking forth, but Smith's desîre to venture 

on is based on faith. She does in fact believe that there is something to be 

found through the process of exploration It is a worthwhile endeavor. There 

is rebirth. In this poem which explains why in fact she writes poetry, she 

validates the journey which she embraces by beùig a poet 

The next poem in the collection M e r  validates her poetic technique. 

"The One Stem" (13) speaks of Smith's love of "bright particulars" for 

their capacity to offer insight. In these five stanzas she demonstrates how 

one can cross over fiom the observation of things particular to the 

engagement with something mysteriously general. 

Ironically, this poem transcends the binary opposition between 

particulars and generalities by connecting them with the repeated phrase 

"You wiIl never." Smith articulaies how "Discovery begins/ with the single 

that is singular" and subsequently how these singularities, "Go hand in hand 

with generalities." These two connected thoughts are followed by a List of 

things that will never happen: 

You will never be surprised, 

you will never cross over 



to the child dancing to herself 

.-.. 
to the travelgig star m the mming stremi 

or the lucky clover 

You will never reach that tail one 

---, Your voice wiU never carry 

to the old saint sweeping leaves and fiost jewels in the autumn 

moming. 

And yet the very fact that these descriptions are being articulated suggests a 

kind of comection. There is never a complete connection with what is 

sUigular and yet the poem lists several images of "bright particulars" that 

create a general impression of ~ o ~ e c t e d n e ~ s .  

This process of making connections is dependent, once again, on open 

eyes. It is through a kind of visual odyssey that Smith enwunters the realm 

outside her self The singular with which one becomes connected is Like '%he 

one stem your eyes are suddenly unsealed to seeJ joùited with the latest, 

fiagile, golden light." The eyes are not in control of the venture; they are 

themselves %meale&' to see. The sunlight which played such a powerful 

role in her ccFootnote to the Lord's Prayer," contributes and is connected with 

one's capacity to see. In a sense, because eyes connect to the extemal as well 

as the internal, they bridge the gap between these two realms. Smith, 

however, uses her eyes in a partïcular way. She empties herself and engages 

in a joumey with open and expectant eyes so that The bright particulars" wili 

not be lost amongst the c'chorus of the grass". What is singuiar is connected 

to what is general to the point that Smith is simply connected. And yet the 



joumey is never complete, for "you will never reach the tail one." Ail is 

partial. The discovery is in motion. This momentum is at once iïmiting 

because the opposition between self and other is never completely 

transcended and unlùnited because the joumey is multi-faceted. 

These joumeys do not lead to a central huth either. In fa@ as 

"Visitation at Noon" (22) indicates, contact with mystery can leave a person 

feeling a sense of emptiness. By the end of the seven triplets that make up 

this poem, one is left less certain rather than more certain 

In this poem Smith makes a comection between a girl, a cloud, a bïrd, 

and G d  It begins by using simile to make a metaphoric link: 

Over the plain old slant-roof house 

face all hidden by fat green trees 

broods majesty in a cloud 

Like the white enormous bird 

of a legend stirs not, but is, 

as a god is, or the fact of a soul.. . . 

Smith, when writing metaphorically, tends to use simile. The metaphor is 

contextualized by the provision of scene. The cloud looks like a bird and 

this visual assimilation leads to a semantic one. But this image is not enough 

because the cloud "stirs not, but is." [ts quality of being is god-like and so 

Smith joumeys through a series of connections to create aa image. Even 

when using metaphors, there is a sense that she is using metonymic process. 

By the fi% stanza of the poem, the cloud that was like a bird is now 

contiguous wïth it: 'Oh, see it, the cloud, the bird/ with foot extended." The 

same can be deduced fiom the cloud that initidy is "as a god is." By the last 

stanza it is inextricably linked: 



1s it corne, the god, to enter some 

young girl, then leave her to herseIf 

More a stranger than before? 

The wnnection between "cloud," %rd," and "god" is fused through 

repetition and the effect is mysteriously conspicuous. This Visitation cuts 

through to "enter" the girl but leaves her less certain of herseif than before. 

The experience reflects a real-time event that leads to an eternal moment. For 

Smith, metonymic process is not sirnply about recreating a scene but about 

starthg with something tangible and letting it bring her into relationship with 

the mysterious nature of God. 

The visitation that begins in the fom of a cloud becomes Like that of a 

"god" through a trick of the eye. The cloud, which "slips over the eyetid or, 

say,/ as a snodake fds," moves slowly but disappears without an intent 

watchtùl gaze. It is there, it is having an impact, but it is not being 

scrutùiized. It 'keems unchangingY7 and yet its subtle movement leaves the 

recipient of its vision subtly changed as weU. The comection is not one 

made through precise examination. The process of comecting with the 

image seen continues with the passing of the cloud. The eyes do not stay 

riveted on the cloud. Already the clouds are taking Smith on another journey 

through the wmected images of bird and god and young girl. Smith's eyes, 

even if they are attentive to what is present on the outside, search with a view 

to finding rnemings which can be internaiized Sometimes what is found is a 

mysteriously filled emptiness. 

And sometimes, as in "Again with Music" (24), images which seem 

dead can be utîerly full. This poem, made up of four stanzas, is life afErmhg 

in the face of death. Smith meditates over a nature scene after "'the rain 

is spent." In this scene there are "'roses," %e sea," "grasses" and "a 



stillness;" but what emerges as the focal point of this verbal photograph is 

" A  dead apple tree with beauty in its bare bones J Never to put forth again a 

pink and white cloud of witnesses." Among all the living beauty, Smith 

cherishes what is dead The tree is given '%are bones" as if she is 

humaniung it and connecting with its age. The "'cloud of wimesses" is also 

a scriptural phrase fkom the Book of Hebrews, "Therefore, since we are 

surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us throw off everything 

that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles, and let us run with 

perseverance the race marked out for us" (Heb 12:l). The "cloud of 

witnesses" to which Paul refets is the myriad of people who have journeyed 

before him in their cornmitment to God These people of the past are 

connected to and afiïrm those in the present by their faith joumey. Ln 

Smith's poem, the "'cloud of witnesses" refers not ody to the visual image of 

a cloud of blossoms but the way in which they affirm the Life of the tree. It 

does not look Iike the tree has much to offer; but then ""Suddenly [the tree] 

blossoms with yeilow birds in its grey limbs,/And is aimost aiive again with 

music-" The hopefbl part about a "cloud of witnesses" is that it offers life in 

death through remembrance and connection. When Smith then cries, '20vey 

O Love, let the birds happen to me." she is comecting with the birds, the 

cloud of witnesses which they become and the tree fkom which they emerge. 

In this poem, she connects the idea of rebirth within the joumey of Life 

through the suddenness of revelation to the idea of rebirth withh the reality 

of deah through love and remembrance. 

The connection is made &er the eye scans and sees something to 

which the heart feels connected Before she narrows her focus to the tree, 

she paints the backdrop for her scene: "Far as the eye can reach the sea is 

pale as a pearV The air a pool of stiilness." Smith's revelation oAen emerges 



Redciiffe 62 

out of stillness and quiet. It is in this quiet that she c m  become attuned to the 

eldemal world This she does primarily through her eya. In an interview 

with her, she told me that the words she values most are: "Be still and know 

that I a m  God" (Personal interview). Lt is in this state of quiet openn.ess that 

she is able to let go of her expectations, see things anew and experience the 

mystery that is G d  

In all of these poems Smith exercises a spiritual practice of Letting go 

and allowing God's mystery to speak to her through the small detaiis. This 

mystery is encountered through a pmcess of niaking connections. She takes 

what is contiguous and b d d s  associations that leave an impression that aii  is 

interconnected. Lodge, examining the use of metonymical devices in an 

article published in the about British Universities, says that "Parts 

stand for wholes in these formuLations, and they do so with a certain affective 

thematic intent" (Mo& 95). In a way, Smith's use of metonymy is similar. 

She starts with something srnall (a part) and it Leads to something mysterious 

(the whole). The intent is to have contact with the whole, even though the 

whole is nebulous. She is always ûying to ''cross over" fiom the "bright 

particulars" to the "'generalities," 'Yhat tail one," the mystery, God- 

Her wide-eyed use of metonymy to lead her through the joumey and to 

the mystery is consistent with both Christian and Postmodern thought For 

instance, the Christian doctrine of the via negativa describes the "negative 

way" of theology. Its proponents refuse to identify God with any human 

concept of knowledge because God transcends ail that can be known. Yet 

the term points to the possibility of union with G d  In other words, God is 

mystery and no attempt to appropriate God in positive or metaphotic terms is 

possible. Instead, the surest way to God is through death to self. As Smith 

goes on her visual journeys, she lets go of her sense of self and ventures into 



mhown territory When she pursues the joumey semanticaiiy, she lets the 

sequence of wmbined words take her through the poem so that "something 

may be found" The "'something'' which she fin& is usuaiïy mystery. 

When Smith journeys through the Lord's prayer, she uses paradoXical images 

and locates God in the mysterious way in which ali things are connected. 

God is mderstood through paradox - as one who transcends distinctions, 

rather than one who can be descnbed distinctively. In the poems in 

Looks D o m  and A U t s f b  Dark she m y  speaks of God or 

refers to the Bible. And yet the way in which she nnds connections between 

humanity and nature dudes to a mysterious presence beyond description. 

She is dways being surprised. Motion arises out of stillness suddenly and 

there is a sense that she is king given something to see which is beyond her 

self while at once connected to her self. What makes Smith most f a i W y  

Christian, her willingness to suspend her seLf-consciousness in the pursuit of 

"secrets," also makes her most postmodern. Smith has said, '9 don't think a 

person's faith is worth much if they don't have questions" (Personal 

interview). There is no central tmth because what lies at the center is always 

mystery. And mystery is not really something which one can locaîe. In fact 

the mystery of God is experienced by Smith through the connections made 

between d things and words that are found to be contiguous. 



Chapter IïI 



As Smith faces old age she makes contact with We7s mystery through 

death. She connects death with Life in these poems, once again, through a 

metonymic process. What is signincant i s  how the content and the form 

mage. Ali dong she has engageci in the joumey of Me by lethg go of 

herself to experience God in the presence of everyday Me. Her interaction 

with this process of death and rebirth has enabled her to joumey always 

onward. And her use of metonymic language has been the concomitant 

expression of this approach to Me. This attitude rmains even as she 

explores the more serious side of deaîh in these, her later poems. 

1 have used the metaphm of death and rebkth to explain how Smith 

articulates a need to let go of the self in order to connect with the mystery of 

God and move beyond her present stance. In 'Tootnote to the Lord's 

Prayer," Smith attends to each lexia, dowing it to speak to and through her 

in such a way that it demands openness. This openness is achieved tbrough a 

process which empowers words to lead her to new meanïngs and 

connections. It is also articulated by her willingness to die to self so that 

humility will give bïrth to a more mature revelation. This process does not 

brïng her to centralized truth but rather a mysterious sense of 

ùiterco~ectedness that is God. When she moves on to explore the varied 

voices of God through the world of nature in m m o m  ofthe Da,& and 

a Girl Jaooks D o m  she uses the contiguity between objects and nature 

and humanity to build associations between all things. In these poems, the 

joumey through death and rebirth is experienced through a visual odyssey 

where eyes are "'unsealeci" to see what is pariicular so that the poet can cross 

over into the realm of generaiities and the mystery of God. However, as she 

gets older, she is more immersed in the meaning of death. It is more 

hunediate and concrete, less philosophical; it is not about dying to self; it is 



about the self dying. Consequently7 the importance of rebirth is also 

heightened and she explores various ways of understanding this. In spite of 

the people swrounding her who die, and her own uncertain health, Smith 

searches for positive ways to express the process that connects death to We. 

Rebirth becomes afnrmed through remembrame. Co~ections between 

words and phrases still play a role, but the vitai wnnection is that which 

exists between death and rebirth itself. Death's meaning is dependent on 

faith in rebuth. Death is not the end even when the body enters the earth to 

rot. Sometimes new life is offered by the earth which nurtures a flower upon 

someone's de&; sometimes it arises from a memory that resurrects a person 

dead; and sometimes an engagement with iife evokes mernories that allow an 

encounter with rebirth in the midst of a staid reality. 

But, regardless of Smith's progressive attitude in the face of death and 

de&-like experiences, she is not without fear. She seerns to struggle most 

with the idea that death ends the possiMities for romantic love. In "Old 

Women and Lovey7 (68), she breaks the stereotype of old women as 

passionless people living out a kind of death. She asserts her presence as a 

woman dive yet journeying through the ups and owns of death and rebuth. 

In this poem, her death is portrayed as a kind of "Drowning/no end to it" 

where love, the "hunter of mdiscfitninating tastes .... closes its steel jaw on a 

foot of fiail bones." It is as though Smith wants to prove that she is alive to 

herself and to a world which thinks that blood that is old is dead 

If we compare the last two stanzas with one another, we see a 

contiguity between morning and night, light and darkness, between manories 

and present &y experience, and between death and rebirth. These 

associations are built around the comection between leaf and love. Smith, 



who emerges fkom her passionate embrace with the dark night, is rejwenated 

with a We-gïving moming vision: 

when my eyes opened fiom the rnercy of my own darkness 

the world came at me like a blow 

Its beauty bumed gold in evexy resurrected leaf 

bumed with a s t U  flame. Spring never relents. 

But in order to so mise she spends the night: 

..,on her narrow k d  

probing the dark with a stubbom mind 

demanding answers she knows she wdI not find 

tends with a fierce joy the unextinguished embers 

of a not so temperate love. 

The night takes her to memories of loved ones, but it also takes her to the 

moming where darkness and iight are contiguous. It is in this moming iight 

that the 'bextinguished embers" tended at night "purn] with a still flame" 

in the golden le& Here Smith nnds the love that she sought She builds an 

association between lovers of the past and the beauty of the leaf in the 

present. Because embers and flame are contiguous in the matenal world, 

Smith is able to connect her feeiings of loss with respect to past lovers and 

her narrow bed with feelings of empowerment with respect to nature. As 

well, lovers and leaves become one in that they share the flame of life and the 

heart of Smith. The death-Lke experience of drowning in one's memories at 

night leads to and is contiguous with the rebirth-lïke experience of waking to 

the beauty of the world. Rebirth is, in this sense, an echo and reverberation 

of memories which speak to the present. And likewise, through rebirth, 

which is an engagement with the present, memories are healed and a bridge 

between past and present is built. 



A s  an older woman, Smith continues to joumey rather than live out a 

kind of de&. She foUows her memories and drowns in them until Spring 

cornes "llke a blow" and leads her eisewhere. If memories take her to new 

depths, the depths then take her into greater intimacy with the mystery of 

God, the kind of mystery that c m  heal mequiteci love through a golden leaE 

ln the poem "The Old in One Another's ArmsW(85), Smith's wistfiil 

remembrance of romantic love, once again, keeps her aiive with its power to 

move her dong the joumey of death and rebirth. This poem is made up of 

ten stanzas which narrate the poet7s encounter with a Little boy who smiles at 

her and her subsequent thoughts about what she believes he sees in her and 

M e r  what she sees in herself. The sùrth, seventh and eighth stanzas are in 

quotatiom to indicate that they reIate an imagined speech that she gives to the 

boy. 

Smith is engaged in a memory of a lover, r e v k d  by the beauty of a 

dandelion gone to seed. The dandelion, or "ghostly flower" which the poet 

holds in her hand, leads her to memories of a flower that once grew between 

her and a lover. The dandelion thus serves as a metonymic Link between past 

and present It is this contiguously proximate object that invokes memory. 

The joumey begins when she sees the impact of her behavior on a little 

boy who smiles "with mild amusement/ aimost indulgently." It is then that 

she realizes that she is holding a "dandelion gone to seed," and that he might 

consider it eccentric the way she "cherish[es]" i t  She wants to tell hun of the 

love for which she rnourns: 

"Could you beiieve the sun 

dropped f?om the sky 

to root itseif and blaze 

a giant flower in our flesh ... Y 7 



Instead, she continues on her journey: 

holding in a carefùl hand 

this ghostiy flower 

globe of filaments spun fher 

than any wheel could spin 

studded with minuscule stars a 

slight breeze or nudging h g e r  

wuld cnimble into air 

The dandelion, as a "ghostly flower," is held both in her hand and her heart 

Because it invokes a mernory' it also resurrects something of the past. And 

in the same way she cherishes the 'Ce~quisite , fiagile'' dandelion, she 

cherishes the memory. They are intimately linked, When Smith speaks of 

the dandelion "cnimbling," we are not to lose sight of the relationship 

established between Smith's love and the flower. The dying dandelion, like 

her love, is both awe inspiring and capable of new life. Rebirth is here 

experienced through mernories resurrected by "'the ghostly tlower," a flower 

that connects Smith to her past through a memory of love and to her fiagde 

h u e  when she too will 'krumble." Despite the fact that the memory leads 

her to mounillig, it also leads to a feeling of comection. The memory leads 

back to the flower and the fiower's ghostiiness suggests thaî the fiower leads 

beyond itself to mystery. Its seeds will b ~ g  new birth elsewhere. Smith 

cherishes this possibility. The contiguity between death and rebirth are no 

longer just thematically important. They are vitdy so. 

Smith dedicates three poems in this section to people who have died. 

In each case she reflects on their living presence. They receive a triple 



remection: fïrst through memory, then a vision which connects them to the 

present and then through her words which carry their Life beyond the grave. 

"'A Death" (69), is written in memory of a %red sailor," Dons 

Richardson. The poem's two stanzas connect the Iife and death of Dons 

through images of sailllig and darkness. 

Doris, who s d e d  through or in Me, now sails "in @erJ boat a hed" 

and ''unrocked by a breath, of a sea of silence." Death is only understood 

through living images and in a sense these images connect the living to the 

dead. Smith is comected to Doris through remembrmce of her as a sailor in 

the same way that Life is comected to death through images of sailing. Smith 

is also comected to Doris through their shared darkness; Smith is "clothed in 

Cher] own darkness" whiie Doris is "deep as the darkness." 

Together, Smith and Doris emerge when " a  birth begins" and %e 

reddest of Hies bfossoms." Smith is brought out of her darkness with the 

new life of the iily which is nurtured by the soil of Dons' grave. This Living 

flower is found in close proximity to the grave site and in full Mew of 

Smith's eyes; its contiguity with death and life as well as its shared space 

with Doris and Smith establishes it as a metonym, one that b d d s  a 

mysterious Luik between a woman alive and a woman dead. 

In memory of her fatha, Smith writes "On a Death in Spring" (70). In 

this four stanza poem, "Death," "Spring" and %rd" are words semanticdy 

associated with one another in such a way as to intercomect death and 

rebirth. 

Smith's father dies in Spring, a seasoa which the poet nomaiiy 

associates with newness of life and rebirth. Death, in this poem, is 

capitalized three out of four times, intimating its god-like presence: immanent 

in her heart as she moums, transcendent in her Life as it takes her father 



beyond her grasp. Somehow she needs to integrate death and Spring as she 

reflects and moums her father's de&- She begins the poem, saying: 'Trorn 

Death's dark shoulder sin& the bird of spring-" She can hear the bird, but it 

is heard in wnnection to death, She describ the fkst part of Spring when 

there are stiU "Tatters of snow, soiled Iace/cerements of winter rot." Wïnter's 

residual effects are within view as is the impact of her father's death. But, 

as Spring releases "terra cotta buds" and the voice of birds and as "Spring 

drips green/ foaming soon in bush and tree," so too "the image of a loved 

one's death grows." If Spring is a time of growth, it is aiso a time when 

mernories can resmect the Mie of someone we love and when continuhg 

relationship can grow beyond the grave. 

WhiIe Spring is comected to the growth of love and mernories of a 

dead father' it is also connected to the sound of birds. The movement of the 

bird is, in the end, associated both with the death and rebirth of the pet's 

father 

From the crest of this holy 

season the Bird of Death WU 

rise, the heart ieft to heai of 

its own unreason. 

"Bird" and "Death are metonymicaüy wmected through proximity and the 

way in which they are both capitahed and semanticaiiy related. But the bird 

is also associated with Spring through the syntagrnatic phrase: "bird of 

spring." The "bird of spring" that sat on "death's dark shodder" in the frst 

stanza is now ''the Bird of Death" which fies away. In this way, Spring, the 

season of rebirth, is metonymicaüy connected to death through the bird 

which, Like her father, stays oniy for a time before flying off to another home. 

Additionaiiy, the season of his departure is narrowed down to the "holy 



season:" a t h e  when new Iife is celebrated and found mysteriously 

dependent upon de&- With bird and father gone, Smith is left with the pain 

of their absence: "the heart ieft to heai oflits own unreason," Smith uses the 

metonymic pole of language to b d d  connections between life and death as 

well as the flight of a bird and the absence of her fatha- She lmows that 

death's mystery is not to be reasoned with but rather embraced- 

In "Remembering MiiIer" (76) she takes five stanzas to resurrect an 

oid fiend and feltow artist so that she can embrace him aIso. As Smith 

remembers lMiller7 she shares how his art makes hùn a man dive for all those 

who see his work. She too brings him to life through her memones and her 

words as she "'reach[es] beyond" and speaks to him in this poem. Smith 

speaks of bones, the body and the "reaching beyond" as a way of making 

contact with m e r .  He is the one she addresses. To the readers of the poem, 

Miller is as alive as the poet herseK. They are both people connected to the 

reader through words. 

Smith repeats the word "bones," sometimes associating it with death 

and other times with life in order to link the two realms metonymically. She 

begins by remembering a tirne when MilIer told her 'Never be afiaid of 

growuig 014/ you have such good bones." As an aging woman, she says 

"but the bones do not cotllfort me./ Yours matter even less -... " Kis hotIow 

bones, at this point in Iife, are a reminder of endings and death and yet Smith 

writes mear fiend you do not need the bones." She goes on to connect the 

death of his body to the life of his body of work, bis p a i n ~ g s .  She says, 

"This Mie of yourd glows before our eyes." Not only does his life reverberate 

through his painting, but through this conversation Smith concludes, '4 

know you in my bones." Mïller's life is felt in the Life ofthe poet and as such 

it "reaches beyond" the grave, comecting death to life. 



Smiîh dso shares a bond with W e r  as a fellow 1 believe that 

as she reflects on her own mortality she speaks of Mrller's. Nis Me is 

etemdy present through his paintings. His Mie was tùll 

in ail its colours, cadences, 

it ieapt and danced 

raged and wept, 

and more than this 

reached out beyond itself 

and wilZ do so 

long after all of us Lie where your body Lies. 

He reached beyond in his life, and his painting continue to do so in the 

midst of his death. Also, "It was in the reaching beyond/ I knew you best." 

It is in his desire to live M y  and reach beyond himself and his Iùnits that 

Smith feels connected to him. This reaching beyond is an amtude of 

openness that looks beyond the self, beyond the bones and body to explore 

what is mysterious and new. Smith too has a body of work and as a fellow 

artist and friend she connects with Miller. They are brought together in this 

poem through the touch of his hand and her memory of it, through his 

paintings and her poem, through their bones and body of work and through 

their desire to reach beyond as artists of Me. This reaching beyond is a 

beautifùl image of rebirth; it connects death and life iritimately. One who 

reaches beyond in life is apt to do so in death as well; in other words, one 

who lives fully leaves a legacy of work behind that speaks to people long 

after the person has died. 

It is not, however, aiways possible to reach beyond. Sometimes there 

is nothing one can do but wait In the waiting, however, there is deep 

f'nistration for Smith. The poem "It Seems I am always Waituig" (92) speaks 



of Smith's inability to cope weU wîth death as a stagnant state of being. This 

one-stanza poem offers a List of things which inevitably lead to death Just as 

living tiilly is akin to living beyond the grave in 'Xemembering Miller," 

waiting through Me is akin to death in this poem. Waiting is linked to death. 

This association is developed through a metonymic listing of t b g s  one waits 

for before dying. And in this sense, waiting is attrr-buted to a death-like 

stance in the face of a life stiU being iived. 

The poem speaks of the attitude of one who waits for something 

positive to happen. She waits 

for the last leaf to fa 

snow to cover a grave 

bud to open 

in too cold air 

pain to stop 

joy to begin 

- -. 
for Death to slam the door in m y  face. 

Each activity of waiting leads to the next The snowbail effect of this list is 

achieved through contiguous images until each is associated with the finai 

thing one waits for: deaîh. This is the only one of Smith's poems that speaks 

of death as an ending, a closed door. It follows quite naturdy fiom the rest 

of the poem with its downhill effect It is an encornter with de& through an 

attitude of m g  up and waiting. It is an encounter with the 

rneanjnglessness of everything, including the joumey which ends with death. 

In a sense, it is a critique of her very own attitude towards Living an open life. 

Here she explores her feelings of despair and fin& that waiting inevitably 



leads to death. Subsequently, de& of the sou1 is connected to waiting 

which is connected to death of the body- 

She also shares her utter fiusmition with waiting Tor you to cornehot 

to corne/ never to corne again-" Her singieness is a source of pain. She can 

look out into her world and fmd great insights, she cm fhd newness of life in 

death, but she cannot resurrect a man into her Me. It is something which she 

has, in a sense, waited for aü of her We and feels at odds with. If death is Wce 

not-living, then an aspect of Me not lived is andogous to death in iife. By 

waiting for something that never occurs, she is connected to death in life. 

Despite feeling open to iife and af3kning it through the various joumeys of 

death and rebïrth, Smith seems to feel that a joumey anticipated but not taken 

is much Idce death itseif, 

Although Smith is articulaihg death as an end in this poem, the very 

rhythm of it intirnates that something else is at work here. Because the List of 

images takes one metonymicaüy to the slammed door, the rapid descent, the 

way in which the List connects waiting and waiting and more waiting to the 

finality of death's door leaves one wondering what will happen if that door is 

then opened. The abrupt end to this metonymic sequence cannot in a sense 

stop the unleashed semantic movement. Even if the words articulate 

inaction, the way in which they tumble h m  the poet's pen suggests rapid 

movement, movement that cannot be stopped. 

Death, in fact, is never the end. In the two-stanza poem, 'chnages" 

(93), Smith is led to consider the impact of war mernories on humanity (the 

second image and the second stanza) after obserying the nonchalance of a cat 

who has killed for food (the first image and fïrst stanza). U m e  the cat, 

"man" is left to struggie with the hostility transmitted through humanity's 

kilhgs. She shows how making distinctions between us and them leads to a 



perpetuation of such distinctions and subsequentiy to war itseK She does 

this by building an association between niend and foe through the impact of 

resurrected war memories. Smith writes about the impact of war history on 

its reader: 

lookùig out from every page of his history 

shatîered wïngs 

splintered bones 

of bis loves 

threaten the slayer 

with his own and their resmection 

Sometimes memories of those dead serve ody to reinforce the power of fear; 

but if this is the case, it is so for ail peoples. As men look through history 

books which, in effecf tell the story of wars and humankind's brutality, the 

brutality is rebom through hate. The history books serve not only to help 

fùture generations remember war but to inculcate in them the anger that 

generated the wars in the fint place. To each people the history books 

chronicle a different story of suffiring where the enemy killed their loved 

ones. This regeneration of anger threatens ail who find themselves in a 

world which makes a distinction between cchis own and their resurrection-" 

uiterestingly, Smith builds a correlation between "bis" and '%eV through 

their contiguity with "resurrection." This statement articulates a distinction 

between the two while simultaneously drawing a connection. She is showing 

how an attitude that draws a iine between fiiend and foe perpetuates war and 

at the same time how both fiend and foe are wmected by the resurrection of 

war itself Both will certainly be afEected. The cat who kills does so for 

food and does not remember. It is not conscious of having killed or h a e g  



made a moral decision. It is not so simple for humans who suffer 

consciously, emotionaily and morally in the küling. 

In this poem, Smith shows how death and rebirth are not always 

servants of progress. She shows how mernories of communities written in 

history books are agents of resurrection. They provide communal memory; a 

memory which is selective. H u m m  think of the Merings incurred by their 

own people, not those of the "slayer." But, in the end, any distinction 

between "bis" people and "theii' people wül be blurred, "in the black and 

bloody wood" where all wili suffer together. 

Smith arrives at this interconnection between peoples after observing a 

cat who has killed for food. One observation about killing leads 

metonymically to another. Once she is thinking of the humans who have 

suffered, she is led to thuik of the slayer who also is sufferer. She builds an 

association between cat, sufferer and slayer through their syntagmatic 

relationship to W g .  Perhaps she is intimating that it would be better for 

humans to forget in the way the cat does. Perhaps she is reminding us that 

sufferer and slayer are one and the same. It is not absolutely clear. What is 

relevant is that they are drawn together in the poem and that this is made 

viable because of the process by which it is done. Metonymic exploration 

develops connections without needing to quant@ the equality between the 

objects being integrated. Instead, this mode of language values exploration, 

process and the concomitant interwnnectedness of ail things. 

Smith explores the interconnectedness between death and rebirth 

through Christ's resurrection in the poem "'Fear of the Light" (94). This is 

one of her few explicitly religious poems. It is made up of one stanza 

followed by the separate line, "1 fear the resurrection of the light." Here 

Smith is lead to a meditation on Christ's death and resurrection whde 



observing the trees sometime between the end of Winter and begmning of 

Spring. In the mi& of death, it is hard to believe that rebirth is possible 

and yet by ernbracing death one is, in a sense, afnrming the process that WU 

also lead to rebirth- 

As Smith looks upon the *ter trees before Spring offers 'Yhe few 

green trees," she sees death; she sees that "Christ hangs fiom every naked 

tree." She h e m  "no sound fiom that drooping head" and wishes that he 

would "oblige and quietly descend,/he could be buried with propriety." 

Smith is making a metonymic link between the trees and the cross of Christ. 

They are contiguous in that the cross is made of wood. They are proXimate 

in that observation of one leads to contemplation of the other. The transition 

fiom Winter to Spring is also associated with the death and resurrection of 

Christ on the wooden cross. These contextual interactions connect the biMical 

story to her present Me. Lts impact induces fear. After Christ's crucifixion, 

and acwrding to the synoptic gospels, darkness overcomes the land from 

noon und 3 p.m. at which tirne Jesus dies and "the curtain of the temple was 

tom in two" (Matt. 2?:5 1, Mark 15:38, Luke 23:45). This event has various 

levels of ciramatic response in the three synoptic gospels; but two things seem 

to happen in aLl three. The first is that the event induces an awe-lüce fear and 

the second is that a Roman centurion asserts belief that Jesus was "God's 

son" or "innocent" (Matt. 2754, Mark 15:39, Luke 23:47-8). When Smith 

speaks of her fear of the light afkr "the sky goes black," she does so in 

comection to the story of Christ's death. The Iight is dependent on darkness 

and death. But at this point, the story of Jesus has been made metonymically 

present to her through the trees which surromd her. It is not just Jesus' death 

which she fears; she fears her own. The light is connected with death 

through the story of Christ. The transition that the trees are presently moving 



through is associated with the precipice of tune between death and rebirth. 

In these two contiguow images, the oneness of de& and rebirth is affirmed. 

If Smith fears the light, it is onIy because she kmws that her faith will 

demand thaî she, like Jesus, lay down her life and anbrace the darkness of 

death. She cannot have one without the other. She is intimately comected to 

the Life of the trees and the life of Christ The trees Iead her to Christ who 

leads her back to herse1E The journey is processed metonymically and the 

poem ends with anticipation d e r  than closure. 

In an earlier poem, entitied Tear" and published only in When a G d  

Jm&s D o m  Smith writes: 

Fear locks doors, 

S h u m  windows, 

Dives into bed 

Covers head 

Against the lightning bolt. (1 17) 

In this poem Smith sees fear as that which irihr-bits one to look, to grow, and 

to face the light Smith has always acknowledged a need to face the 

darkness, but here she also explores the lcind of fear which faces people who 

embrace the light. Christians who a h  the way Jesus Iived realize that he 

faced death as a result of his insisteme on Living for the sake of truth and 

justice and love. In two of the tbree synoptic gospels , Jesus cries "My Go4 

My Gd! Why have you forsaken me7' and in ail of the gospels the last words 

he utters are words of acceptame before he dies. As Winter moves into 

Spring, it is hard to believe that there is new Me around the corner, even 

more so if its emergence is dependent on change that requires a death of 

some kind. 



Smith's concem with deaîh and rebirth is more immediate in these 

later poems. In "Fo~rnotes to the Lord's Prayer," she is concemed with the 

spiritual rote of cieaîh and r e b i .  in W k n  a CrirLLppks Down and At & 

Bottomofthe h a  focus is on seeing things anew. However, in these, 

her iater poems, she is concerned with the more pressing issue of rebirth in 

the face of physical death. Regardless of her concerns, she has approacbed 

life as a journey and in her poetry she has used the metonymic mode of 

language to articulate this attitude and move her dong the joumey. In these 

later poerns she uses tbîs technique to draw a co~ect ion between death and 

rebirth itseLf, The form and the thematic concern are one and the same, 

building an association between death and rebirth. 

in "Old Women and Love" and "The Old in One Another's Arms" she 

resurrects mernories of lovers as a means of embracing the journey of life in 

old age. These memones are contextuaUy developed and aise out of visual 

catalysts. They revive what is dead and bring past events into the present. 

The present becomes interconnected with the past and the present offers 

healing to the past. The catalyst serves as the metonyrnic link between the 

past, present, death and rebirîh of the poet. 

In " A  Death," '"On Death in Spring" and "'Remembering Miller" she 

resurrects people she loves through her mernories of them and by comecting 

their death to an image of iife. She resurrects Doris' tired sailor, through a 

blooming My; her father through the bird of Spring which rises fkom the 

shoulder of death; and Mïller Brittah through his body of work. In each case 

the comecting image is contiguous with both the p e t  and the one who is 

dead. This enables the poet to have a kind of contact with loved ones that are 

dead and M e r  to integraie death and iife itself. 



She also faces the mystery of rebirth with a sense of fear. There is a 

reaiizatïon that if she is goiug to Ïntegrate death and rebirth she has to accept 

death. In "Tt seems 1 am aîways Waiting" she waits for the 'Death to slam/ 

the dmr in ber] face" and although this stark endùig seems &a the 

metonymic process by which she arrives there intimates that an ending is not 

really possible. h 'Images," she is led to contemplate the resurrection of hate 

amongst humans upon seeiug an amoral cat who does not worry about his 

consumption of prey. She recognizes a compact between the Living and the 

dead, the sufferer and the slayer. By comecting them through their 

association to war, she builds a bridge. And lady, in ''Fear of the Light" 

she explores the fear that one faces in the midst of death through a meditation 

on Christ that develops out of an encounter with trees. The trees are 

contiguous with both Jesus and the poet and they draw her into the drama 

that comects death and rebirth so intimateIy. 

Smith's approach to Iife has not changed. She is still a woman on a 

joumey. She stifl explores the fùlIness of life. Yet with death imminent she 

is more concemed with resurrection and rebirth. She does not bother with 

trite solutions or answers. Fears, doubts and questions remain even as she 

makes connections between death and rebirth that are helpful. Her search for 

associations between life and de& help her to Iive tùlly and faitbf.ully. She 

does not hold on to self-pity in the face of lost love but iristead lets the 

mernories renew her Life; she neither denies nor remains in a state of 

mounllng for f'riends or father but lets their death take her to their grave and 

their resurrection; she does not deny her fear but is critical of a feat that 

waits for life to happen or a fear that denies the need for the death of hate or 

a fear that wiU not face the death that le& to rebirth. Her attitude towards 



de& and rebirth is cornmensurate with her opemess towards life and her 

faith that, as with al1 things' the two are intimately connected. 

Smith's approach to Iife as artïculated by and through her poetry 

speaks to the Christian as weli as the postrnadern. Christians are deeply 

concemed with the death and resurrection of Christ. Through baptism and 

baptismal vows they afnrm the need to die to self in order to be reborn. 

Postmodems do not hold on to any foundational or central beliefs; however, 

they do approach such beliefs with an aüitude which is not uniîke the way of 

death and rebirth. They are eager to see old foundations destroyed so bat  

they can see thmgs differently. Out of coLlapse m e s  something new, and 

integral to the postmodem way is the realization that they have foundations to 

let go of. The postmodem way d o w s  for a kind of openness that is 

andogous to the way of death and rebirth f d a r  to Christians. It is here 

that Smith builds a network that embraces these seemuigly opposuig 

ideologies. She rardy deds with belief Even in the face of death, she 

explores the way of the joumey, not the destinaiion. She crosses over tiom 

life to deah and back again; never in the same place, she moves from one 

contiguous image to the next wmecting with the mysterious web that is God. 



Having now mversed through life and death with and through the 

poetry of Kay Smith, it is apparent that the joumey is not over. Smith's fith 

reaches out to embrace aM that is mysteriously comected. 

She herseIf begins by explorhg the mots of her fath, The 

Lord's Prayer- Metonymic process and a WiUingness to suspend judgment 

enables her to discover the mdti-faceted nature of God's "single voice." As 

we& as I establish in my first chapter, her use of metonymic process is an act 

of faith in itself. Because she trusts that the prayer and the world that 

surrounds her have something to offer, she lets go and opens up. This 

death-like rehquishment to the joumeying process takes her through to new 

discoveries. She dows the contiguities between natural objects in life and 

the associations that arise between words to lead her into the mysterious web 

of God. 

With the connection between metonymic process and her faith 

established, Smith takes up her pen to explore new vistas in At the Bottom of 

the Dark and a Girl J.& D o m  She approaches the particularïties 

offered by the world with the same sense of surrender as she did with each 

lexia of The Lord's Prayer. With eyes wide open, contiguities between 

numerous objects give way to a feeling of interconnectedncss between alI 

thïngs. The web is woven metonymically in her poetry. It begins with one 

image or "bright particulai' and ends with a mystenously Linked set of 

images and words that in their complex unity point to G d  

This capacity for hding unîty through interconnectedness is 

developed through Smith's practice of dying to self and letting the 

contiguities of word and world speak. And so it is metonymic process that 

enables her to see and articulate the connection between tife and death in the 

face of old age in her later poems. As she sïmultaneously embraces these two 



realms through images wntiguous with both, she transcends their distinction 

and touches the mystery of God. 

As 1 mentioned in my introduction, 1 began this thesis hoping to b d d  

a bridge between Christian and Postmodeni thought Instead 1 traced Smith's 

poetic joumey to find that she is more wncemed with building 

interconnections between ali things. Her poetic technique is refniniscent of 

metonymy as outlined by Jakobson and later by Lodge. For Smith metonymy 

is used to explore her world as an act of faith- She opens her eyes, embraces 

the world as she sees if carries the wntiguities of Me into her poetry and lets 

the associations between words themselves take her beyond her stamng 

point. Rather than build a bridge, through a metonymic leap of fait.  Smith 

crosses into the reaim of mystery where such bridges are obsolete and the 

web of life and death connect all to God. 
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